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Introduction
This manual provides information and instructions for using software unique to BHT-1400CE (hereinafter referred
to as BHT) such as the System menu.
Refer to the BHT-1400CE Series User’s Manual for basic usage of the BHT, the API Reference Manual and the
Class Library Reference Manual for software development.
This manual covers the following OS versions.
Edition

Description

OS Version
1400B

1400Q

1st

First issue

1.00

1.01

2nd

Added the feature that backs up OS settings automatically at power-off to
StartupConfig.
Added the description of the OS/Application deployment client (Version Manager)

1.04

1.03

3rd

Added HVGA screen mode
Changed the default of the feature that backs up OS settings automatically at
power-off to StartupConfig.
Added the feature description. "launch the checked application(s) when application
launcher starts",

1.05

1.04

4th

Added the battery charging mode.

1.06

1.06

1.08

1.08

Added the manual locations in "Related Manuals".
Added the changing the key function assignment using registry.
5th

Modified the BHT backup menu and the Startup Config menu.

Notes
Use the same SDK version as OS version for application development.

Abbreviations
BHT:
CU:
WEC7:

Bar code Handy Terminal
Communication Unit
Windows Embedded Compact 7

Related Manuals
- BHT-1400CE Hardware User’s Manual
- BHT API Reference Manual
- BHT Class Library Reference Manual
- BHT Bluetooth Library Reference Manual
- kbifCE User’s Guide
- SQRC Setting User’s Manual
- RDP Plug-in Reference Manual
- Web Browser plug-in Reference Manual
- Application/OS Automatic Update Tool (Version Manager) Reference Manual
Please download the BHT-1400CE Hardware User's Manual separately.
The Application/OS Automatic Update Tool (Version Manager) Reference Manual is in the VM folder of OS /
SDK package.
Other manuals are in the SDK \ Manual folder of the OS / SDK package.
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For inquiry and latest information
For the latest information on this manual and DENSO WAVE products, visit the DENSO WAVE website at:
http://www.denso-wave.com/
More information is available from our special website “QBdirect” for the registered users at:
http://www.qbdirect.net/.
Visit the link above to learn more about this site including user registration.
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Customer Registration and Inquiries
Customer Registration
To allow us to provide our customers with comprehensive service and support, we request that all customers
complete a Member Registration Form. Registered members will be offered the following privileges.
• The latest upgrade information
• Free information for exhibitions, events and new products
• Free Web-information service "QBdirect".

QBdirect Service Contents
Information search service (FAQ)

Offers detailed information on each product.

Download service

Offers downloads of update modules with the latest BHT Series
systems or software, and sample programs

E-mail inquiries

Product related queries can be sent in by e-mail.

*Please note that these privileges may be subject to change without prior notice.

How to Register
Access the URL below and follow the instructions provided.
http://www.qbdirect.net/

Inquiries
For technical Inquiries (QBdirect)
- BHT product programming method
- Product setup method and usage
- Other technical questions
For inquires relating to the above, visit our exclusive web site “QBdirect” for registered users.
Access the link below to log on or register.
http://www.qbdirect.net/
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1. Outline
1.1. Application Implementation Steps
The following steps illustrate a typical process from purchase to implementation of a business application using
the BHT.
Step 1 Confirm that the BHT works properly.
Refer to the Operator’s Guide or Hardware User’s Manual.
Step 2 Determine a setup procedure considering the application environment then create the application
program for the BHT.
Refer to “2 Setup” for how to set up the BHT.
Refer to the API Reference Manual or the Class Library Reference Manual for details of application
development.
Step 3 Prepare a manual that explains how to setup the BHT and how to use the application created.
Step 4 Set up the BHT basic configuration (common settings) by following instructions described in this
manual.
Step 5 Set up the environment-dependent configuration such as an IP address.
Step 6 Start operations.
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1.2. System Components
This section illustrates the hardware and software components required for the BHT code data collection
system.

1.2.1. Hardware Components
The following figure shows the required hardware for the BHT code data collection system.
The required hardware varies depending on the communication used.
Wireless communication
BHT

Ethernet

Wireless LAN access
point (option)

Host computer
Ethernet
USB / RS-232C
communication

CU-AL1-14

Bluetooth®
communication

Bluetooth® enabled
devices (option)

CU-AU1-14 / CU-AR1-14
CU-1321

1.2.2. Software Components
BHT Operating System (OS)
Microsoft Windows Embedded Compact7

Application Program Development Environment
Refer to the BHT API Reference Manual and BHT Class Library Reference Manual.
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1.3. Usage Precaution
 Data backup
Non-volatile memory (flash memory) is used to store user data for the BHT. Flash memory has a finite number
of program-erase cycles, therefore frequent access concentrated on the specific memory area may lead to data
loss.
To optimize the Flash memory usage, the wear leveling function, which automatically distributes data evenly
over the flash memory, is implemented for the BHT.
Nevertheless, backing up important data is strongly recommended in order to prepare for unexpected data
loss.

 Flash memory
Flash memory reaches the end of its lifetime as the number of writes increase. Application development must
follow the restrictions listed below in order to prolong the flash memory lifetime.
- Limit the data size written in the flash memory to maximum 100 M bytes per day.
- Limit the write cycles to maximum 5,000 times per day for data smaller than 8 k bytes.

 RAM memory
All data including files and settings stored in the RAM will be lost and the RAM will revert to the factory default;
- If the BHT is left for a long period with the battery removed,
- If the BHT is left with the dead battery,
- If the battery is incorrectly replaced,
- When Performing full reset. (Refer to "3.3 Reset and Full Reset")
Back up any important data to the "Flash" folder or to the computer before full reset. The BHT performs a full
reset when the BHT turns ON after the data in the RAM is deleted.
Using the backup and auto-setup tools provided by the BHT are recommended in order to reduce the risk of
data loss. Refer to “2 Setup” for details of these tools.

 Ensuring stable operations
Windows CE may cause memory leaks when used over long periods.
Resetting the BHT regularly utilizing the application created (once a day etc.) or as daily routine is
recommended for ensuring stable BHT operation.
For example, call a reset task utilizing the application at the end of daily work or at scheduled update.
Refer to the BHT API Reference Manual or the BHT Class Library Reference Manual for how to program a
reset task.

 SD card
The microSD card will not be accessible for short periods of time when the BHT is turned OFF and back ON
again (or suspend and resumed) while the application is running.
The application deployed in the microSD card may not continue the process correctly if the application
accesses the microSD card during these periods. Reset the BHT if the application freezes or the LED indicator
stays blue.
To prevent the problem, copy the application to the built-in Flash memory before executing the application if the
application is deployed in the microSD card,

 Application debugging using Windows Error Reporting
Enable Error Reporting function in the Control panel when developing applications (recommended).
Using Windows CE Dump Viewer in a host computer is also recommended in order to detect and solve
application problems as early as possible.
Refer to “5.2 Error Reporting” for details.
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2. Setup
This section explains how to set up the BHT efficiently and effectively.

2.1. BHT operations that lead to data loss
The data stored in the BHT is deleted after the following operations.
In order to ensure stable operations, the BHT must be set up to restore or recover the deleted data.
Operation

Description

Reset

Data in process will be deleted. Perform a Reset if there are any problems such
as no response for input or incorrect program behaviors.

Full reset

All data except for data stored in the Flash and the SD card will be deleted.
Perform a Full reset if a problem still exists after reset.

Backup battery discharge
(when the BHT battery is
disconnected.)

The BHT without the battery connected leads the backup battery to discharge
resulting in data corruption in the RAM.
The BHT performs a full reset at the next startup if data corruption is detected.

OS Update

The stored registry will be deleted in addition to the RAM data at OS update,
due to incompatibility with the registry between OS versions.

Data existence in memories after the above operations is listed below.
Reset

Full reset/Backup
battery discharge

OS Update

Data in the built-in Flash memory
(Folder name : “FLASH")

√

√

√

Data in the microSD card
(default folder name: "Storage
Card")

√

√

√

Data in other folders

√

X

X

Contents of the Registry

√

X*

X**

Data being edited

X

X

X

√: Data retained
X: Data erased

− Note −

* If the registry has been backed up, the backed up registry will be used.
**The registry files for a different OS version cannot be restored.
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2.2. Support functions for setup
The BHT provides the following functions to easily accomplish the setup.
Functions or tools for backup*
1

Backup and restore tool
(BHTBackup.exe)

The “BHTBackup.exe” is a backup and restore tool for data in the RAM
and the registry. Refer to”6.4.10 BHT Backup”.

2

Registry backup at
shutdown

The “Registry backup at shutdown” function is used to save the registry
while shutting down the BHT using the power ( ) key and the SF key.
Only the latest registry is saved if shutting down the BHT multiple times.
Refer to “3.2 Power OFF” for details.

3

Registry Editor

The “Registry Editor” is a tool that modifies, imports or exports the
registry by using the GUI, the registry file (*reg) or the command line.
Refer to “6.4.12 Registry Editor (RegEdit)” for details.

Function activated at full reset **
4

Backup file auto restore
(BHTRestore.exe)

The “Backup file auto restore” function is used to automatically restore
data (RAM data and registry) from the backup data saved by “1 the
backup tool (BHTBackup.exe)”.
Specify files to restore in the Startup Config menu.
Refer to “6.4.11 Startup Config” for details.

5

Registry auto restore

The “Registry auto restore” function is used to restore the registry
automatically from the registry saved by performing the “2 Registry
backup at shutdown”.
Note: This function will not be activated when the “Restore data” function
is enabled in the Startup Config.

6

Auto file copy
(Regload.exe)

The “Auto file copy” function copies files (data) in a specific folder in the
built-in Flash memory to the RAM in the order shown below.
Files (data) in the RAM will be deleted at full reset.
Use this function to redeploy the deleted files (data) to the RAM.
Source folder

Destination folder Remarks

\Flash\Startup\Windows

\Windows

Files under sub folders will
not be copied.

\Flash\Copyfile

\ (root folder)

Files under sub folders will
be copied.

Note: The "\Flash\Startup\Windows" folder is for backward compatibility.
Using the "\Flash\Copyfile" folder is recommended to copy more folders.
Example :
Copy source folder
Copy destination folder
\Flash\Copyfile\Windows
\Flash\Copyfile\Program Files
(Internal warm boot)
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Windows
Program Files

7

Program auto execution
"\Flash\Setup" ***

The "Program auto execution" function is used to automatically execute
programs such as setup applications or the CAB files, which are deployed
in the auto execution folder "\Flash\Setup".
Note: To control the program execution order, create a bat file as shown
below.
[*.bat file example]
wceload /noui /delete 0
\Flash\SetUp\dnwa.cab
call apl1setup.bat
call apl1setup.bat
regedit /H /I
\Flash\Setup\Regfile\setup.reg

' Install the CAB
' Setup application 1
' Setup application 2
' Setup registry

Function activated at full reset/reset **
8

Program auto execution
"\Windows\Startup" ***

The "Program auto execution" function is used to automatically execute
applications deployed in the "\Windows\Startup" folder.
The "\Windows\Startup" folder is deployed in the RAM, as a result, data in
this folder will be deleted at full reset.
Using this function together with the function “6 Auto file copy” is
recommended.

9

Program auto execution
"\Flash\Startup" ***

The "Program auto execution" function is used to automatically execute
applications deployed in the "\Flash\Startup" folder after reset or full-reset.

Functions activated at reset or full reset with option keys.
10

Setup application auto
execution at full reset
"Storage Card\Setup"

The “Setup application auto execution at full reset” function is used to
automatically execute programs deployed in the "Storage Card\Setup"
folder.
To activate the function:
Perform a full reset key combination (the M1 + M2 + Left Trigger + Power
keys) + the ENT key.
Release the ENT key when Windows CE starts up.

11

Cancellation of the auto
restore at full reset.

The “Cancellation of the auto restore at full reset” function is used to
cancel all auto restore functions (auto restore, auto registry restore, auto
file copy, setup application auto execution, program auto execution).
The BHT will revert to the factory-default configuration after the
cancellation. (Files in the FLASH memory and the microSD card will be
retained.)
To activate the function:
Perform a full reset key combination + SCAN keys. Then release all keys
except for the SCAN key. Release the SCAN key when the BHT is turned
ON (the message “Working” is displayed).
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12

Cancellation of the
application auto execution
at reset.

− Point −

The” Cancellation of the application auto execution at reset” function is
used to cancel the application auto execution at reset.
To activate the function:
Perform a reset key combination + SCAN keys. Then release all keys
except for the SCAN key. Release the SCAN key when the BHT is turned
ON (the message “Working” is displayed).

*Backing up data regularly is recommended.
** The GUI is available to control these functions. Refer to “6.4.11 Startup Config” for details.
*** The bat files deployed in the following folders will run invisibly for the function 7, 8 and 9 if
the bat file name starts with ‘_’ (underline).
7: "\Flash\Setup"
8: "\Windows\Startup"
9: "\Flash\Startup
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2.3. Restoring the registry
Setup procedures for the registry restore varies depending on the backup method as explained below.

 Using the backup and restore tool (BHTBackup.exe)
Step 1 Back up data after the initial setup.
Step 2 Select the “File & Registry (BHT Backup)” in the Startup Config
menu. (Refer to “6.4.11 Startup Config” for details.)
Step 3 Perform a full reset (delete the registry).
Step 4 The registry will be restored using the “Backup file auto restore”
(BHTRestore.exe) at full reset.
Startup Config menu

 Using the “Registry backup at shutdown” function
Step 1 Perform the “Registry backup at shutdown” function after the
initial setup.
Step 2 Select the “Registry Only” (default) in the Startup Config menu.
(refer to “6.4.11 Startup Config” for details.)
Step 3 Perform a full reset to delete the registry.
Step 4 The registry will be restored using the “Backup file auto restore”
function at full reset.
Startup Config menu

 Using the Registry Editor
Step 1 Export a registry file to be replaced after the initial setup.
Step 2 Add ‘_’ (under line) in front of the registry file name.
(The registry file will run invisibly if the file name starts with ‘_’ (under line).
The popup confirmation message will not be displayed when executing the registry file.)
Step 3 Deploy the registry file exported to the "\Flash\Setup" folder.
Step 4 Perform a full reset to delete the registry.
Step 5 The registry will be restored using the “Setup application auto execution at full reset” function.
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3. Basic Operation
3.1. Power ON
Press the power ( ) key to turn ON the BHT.
When turning ON the BHT for the first time or after a long period of time,
if any dialog box is not displayed, first perform a “full reset”.
Refer to “3.3.2 Full Reset”
Power key
Power key
Power key
− Point −

Displaying the screen may take time after pressing the
power key, although this is not a malfunction of the BHT.
Therefore, do not keep pressing the power key more than
needed or press it too hard.
Failure to follow instruction may cause breakage or
malfunction of the power key.

The following screens are sequentially displayed when turning ON the BHT.

Startup screen
(After Power ON / Reset / Full-Reset)

OS startup is completed
(Desktop)
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3.2. Power OFF
Use one of the following three methods to turn OFF the BHT.

Normal power OFF
Press the power ( ) key.
The BHT turns OFF after the message on the left is displayed.

Power OFF with
registry backup

Hold down the SF key and press the power ( ) key for 3
seconds or more.
The message on the left is displayed and registry backup
begins.
The power turns OFF automatically when the backup is
completed. The Registry is an area in which settings
information required for BHT operation is recorded. The OS
restores the registry automatically if it is lost.

The error message on the left is displayed if the OS fails to
restore the registry (the registry has not been backed up).
Refer to “6.4.2 File System” for details of how to restore the
registry default.

Auto Power OFF

− Point −

The power turns OFF automatically when the BHT is not used for specified periods.
The factory default time is set for 3 minutes.
Refer to “3.7 Using the MENU key” or “6.4.3 Power Management” for details of auto
power OFF.

Do not remove the battery while the Power OFF process message is displayed.
Failure to follow instruction may result in data stored in the BHT being lost.
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3.3. Reset and Full Reset
3.3.1. Reset
Reset the BHT when the BHT does not respond to any entry from the touch screen or keys.

With the BHT power ON, press the M1 key + Right Trigger + Power key
at the same time. Then release all the keys.

- Point -

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

.

0

Data stored in files will not be lost by resetting.
However, unsaved data currently being edited will be lost.

3

3.3.2. Full Reset
Full reset is required if the problem persists even after resetting.
With the BHT power ON, press the M1 key + M2 key + Left Trigger +
Power key for more than 1 sec. Then release all the keys.
Then release all keys.
- Point -

All data including files and settings stored in the RAM will
be lost and the RAM will revert to the factory default when
performing full reset. Back up any important data to the
"Flash" folder or to the computer before full reset.
The BHT starts from the “Initial Setup” when the BHT turns
ON after the data in the RAM is deleted.

1

2

4

5

3
6

7

8

9

.

0

- Point -

The Reset and full reset can be performed using,
- The “Reset” menu in the Star menu (Start > Reset).
Refer to “4.2.4 Reset”.
- The Reset or Full reset menu in the basic configuration
MENU (MENU > Reset tab or Full reset tab).
Refer to “3.7 Using the MENU key”
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3.4. Screen image
All screen images in this Manual are simulated.
Actual screens may differ depending on user settings and other factors.

The taskbar in this manual varies from the actual BHT screen.

3.4.1. Taskbar icons
The following icons are displayed in the taskbar to show the program status, operation modes and notifications.
Shows a battery power level in four levels.
Shows a wired LAN connection status when using a CU.
: BHT is connected to a wired network.
: BHT is disconnected to a wired network.
Shows a wireless network connection status and radio field strength.
: Wireless LAN is disconnected or failed to authenticate.
→
→
→
: Vertical bars indicate radio field strength.
Strong
→
Weak
Shows a Bluetooth® device power status.
: The Bluetooth® device is ON. (Blue)
: The Bluetooth® device is OFF. (Grey)
Note :
This icon is not displayed in taskbar at default.
To show this icon, change the settings in the System Menu or with user programs.
Shows that the shift mode is ON.
Shows that the function mode is ON.
Shows that the BHT is connected to a computer via Microsoft ActiveSync or Windows Mobile
Device Center (WMDC).
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Shows that the alphabet entry mode is ON. (To change entry mode, press the Alpha key.)
Refer to the BHT Class Library Reference Manual “Chapter 8 Keyboard” for the input character
details while in the ALP mode
To display the desktop while an application is running, tap this icon.
Tap again to go back to the original application screen.
Shows the software keyboard status.
(Tap the icon to switch the software keyboard between “show” or “hide”, or to change the activation
status.)
: Shows that the software keyboard is activated.
: Shows that the software keyboard is deactivated.
Shows that the CPU is in standby mode.
(This icon is not displayed in taskbar at default. To show this icon, change the settings in the
System Menu or with user programs.)
Shows that the Caps Lock key on the software keyboard is ON.
Tap this icon to display or hide the software keyboard menu.

- Note -

To minimize power consumption, the BHT automatically switches to the standby mode after it
has not been operated for a specified period*.
In the standby mode, the touch screen is not refreshed. As a result, icons in the taskbar may
not be displayed or refreshed, and the calendar clock may not display the correct date or time.
* Default is one second, and can be changed to desired time period in the [6.4.3 Power
Management] or with user programs. Refer to the BHT API Reference Manual or the BHT
Class Library Reference Manual for details of the user program creation method.
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3.5. Battery Power Level Indicator
The battery power level can be checked with the
power level indicator) shown in the taskbar.

icon (battery

The icon shows the battery power in four levels.
These levels are only a rough estimate of battery power, make sure
to charge the battery before running out of power.
:The battery power is full.
:The battery power is partially used. Charging sooner is better
:The battery power is low and should be charged immediately.
:The battery power is completely gone.
Charge immediately or replace with a fully charged battery.
Note: The taskbar in this manual varies from the actual BHT LCD
screen.

- Note -

- The battery power level indicator is used as a rough estimate of the remaining power.
Use this indicator as a guideline.
- The battery power level will vary depending on BHT operation, therefore the actual
battery voltage may differ from the battery power level indicator.
- Be sure to charge the battery promptly before the battery power runs out.
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3.6. Using backlight
To enable or disable the backlight, press the Right trigger Key while holding down the SF key.

Backlight OFF or dim
(backlight is enabled）

No key is pressed
for more than 3
seconds.*

Press the Right trigger key
while holding down the SF key.

Press any key or tap
the touch screen.

Backlight ON

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

.

0

Press the Right trigger Key
while holding down the SF key.

Backlight OFF or dim
(backlight is disabled）
SF key
M3 key

*More than 1 minute if the BHT is placed in the CU.

- Point -

Auto OFF time is changable with user programs.
The backlight can also be turned ON or OFF in the Backlight settings menu instead of
pressing the SF key and the Right trigger key.
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3.7. Using the MENU key
The MENU key is used to set up the BHT basic configuration listed
below.
Step 1 Press the MENU key.
Step 2 Select the menu by moving the cursor vertically with the ▲ (up)
or ▼ (down) keys.
The selected menu is highlighted.
Step 3 Set the menu by moving the cursor horizontally by using the ◄
(left) or ► (right) keys.
To exit this menu, press any one of the three keys, the MENU key, the
ESC key or the ENT key.
Menu

BEEPER
VOLUME

Page 1

Description
Adjusts the notification beeper volume
for code scanning completion.
The volume is adjustable in 6 levels.
0: Mute, 1(Low) to 5 (High)
Note: Use the “Volume & Sounds” in the
control panel to adjust the audio sound
volume and change other sound
settings.

Value

Level 0 to 5

VIBRATOR

Enables or disables the vibrator to notify
code scanning completion.

ON or OFF

BRIGHTNESS

Adjusts the LCD brightness in 4 levels.

Level 0 to 3

BRIGHTNESS
(PS)

Changes the LCD brightness for the
power save mode in 2 levels.

Level 0 or 1

BACKLIGHT
TIME
*Referred to
as ”POWER
SAVE” in version
1.03 or earlier.

Set the time in
seconds
Set the time for the LCD backlight to dim
(max.600
when the BHT is powered by the battery
seconds).
and is not in use.
The backlight
Use the slider to set the time.
stays on, if set
to "Always On".
Performs a reset or full reset.

RESET/FULL
RESET

Note: Use the “Reset” menu in the
System Properties to disable the reset
and full reset functions.
(BhtShell>3:System Properties>Reset)

TOUCH PANEL

Enable or disable the touch panel.

ON or OFF

AUTO
POWER-OFF
TIME

Set the timer for the BHT powered by the
battery to turn off automatically.
If “0” is set, the auto power off function is
disabled. Check the battery level
regularly if set to “0”.

Set the time in
seconds.
(max.600
seconds)

Page 2
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None

3.8. Using the Keypad
3.8.1. Entering Numerical Data
The default entry mode is numeric, enabling numbers written on the top of numeric keys to be entered.
To enter “120” for example, press the 1, 2 and 0 keys sequentially.
To delete the wrong number entered, press the BKSP key and then re-enter the correct number.
Numeric entry mode can also be changed with the program.
Refer to the BHT API Reference Manual or BHT Class Library Reference Manual for further details.

3.8.2. Entering Alphabet Data
The alphabet character assigned to the key will be entered while in the
alphabet entry mode.
Alphabet entry mode changes every time the ALP key is pressed, in the
order as shown in the chart below.

Numeric entry mode (default)
ALP key

Is alphabet entry mode 2
enabled?

No (default)

Yes
Alphabet entry mode 2
ALP key
No

Is alphabet entry mode
enabled?
Yes (default)

ALP key

Alphabet entry mode

The alphabet entry modes changeable by the ALP key can be selected from the key menu in the System
Properties or by using a user program.
Refer to “6.4.5 Key ” for the key menu details, the BHT API reference manual or the BHT Class Library
reference manual for the programming details.
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3.8.3. Using the shift key
The SF key is used in combination with other keys such as the numerical
keys or the power key for special purposes.
When the SF key is pressed, the keypad is switched to the SF key mode.
Refer to the BHT API Reference Manual or BHT Class Library Reference
Manual for further details.

There are two SF key modes, “Nonlock mode” and “Onetime mode”.
Nonlock mode: The keypad stays in the SF mode while the SF key is held down.
Onetime mode: The keypad is in the SF mode only once each time the SF key is pressed
The default is “Nonlock mode”.
The SF key mode can also be changed in the System Properties or with the user program.
Refer to “6.4.5 Key “, the BHT API Reference Manual or the BHT Class Library Reference Manual for further
details.

3.8.4. Using the FN key
The FN key is used to activate the function keys such as the F1 to F12
keys that are printed in blue on the keypad. When the FN key is pressed,
the keypad is switched to the FN key mode.
There are two FN key modes –-“Lock mode (default )” and “Onetime lock
mode”.

For example;
To use the F9 key, first press the FN key and then press the F1 key.
In the lock mode, the F1 to F12 keys are activated until the FN key is pressed again.
In the onetime lock mode, the F1 to F12 keys are activated only once each time the FN key is pressed.
The FN key mode can also be changed in the System Properties or with the user program.
Refer to “6.4.5 Key “, the BHT API Reference Manual or the BHT Class Library Reference Manual for further
details.
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3.8.5. Using the Software Keyboard
Tap the software keyboard status icon in the taskbar or press the Left trigger key while holding down the SF
key to show or hide the software keyboard.

Software Keyboard

Software keyboard status icon

Tap the keys on the software keyboard to enter data.

3.8.6. Using the BS/C key
The BS/C key is used to move a cursor one character to the left and
delete a character from the current cursor position.
To delete all characters before the current cursor position, press and hold
down the BS/C key.
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3.9. ActiveSync/Windows Mobile Device Center
The ActiveSync/the Windows Mobile Device Center (WMDC) enables the following features by connecting the
BHT to a host computer via a USB.
- Synchronize data
- Backup data
- Copy or move data.
- Backup user programs
Download the software for the host computer operating system from the Microsoft web site.
- WMDC 6.1 for Windows 7 / 8 / Vista / Server 2008 / Server 2012
- ActiveSync 4.2 for Windows XP / Server 2003

3.9.1. Installing ActiveSync or WMDC
Install ActiveSync or WMDC to a host computer to connect the BHT to a host computer via a USB.
Make sure that the host computer has a USB port before installing.
- Note -

ActiveSync or WMDC cannot connect the BHT to a host computer via a RS-232C,
CU (LAN) or wireless LAN.

3.9.2. Using ActiveSync or WMDC
Connect a host computer and a CU with a USB cable as shown below.

BHT

USB communication

Host computer
CU-AU1-14

Refer to “6.3.2 ActiveSync(USB)” for how to use ActiveSync or WMDC in the BHT.
Refer to the next section for how to set up the host computer.
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 Creating a new partnership
For WMDC
The windows mobile center starts up after connections
established between the host computer and the BHT.
Step 1

Click “Connect without setting up your
device”.

Step 2

Click “Browse the contents of your device” in
“File Management”.

The BHT memory information is displayed as shown on
the left.
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For ActiveSync
The partnership wizard pops up on the host computer after
connections established between the host computer and
the BHT.
To create a new partnership between the host computer
and the BHT,
Select Yes(Y) then click Next(N).

To synchronize files,
Check the checkbox next to “File” then click Next(N).

Click Finish to complete the partnership setup.
The screen returns to Windows desktop.

Refer to the Windows help menu on the host computer for how to use ActiveSync or WMDC.
Refer to the API reference manual or the Class Library reference manual for debugging user programs using
ActiveSync or WMDC.
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4. Desktop and Start menu
4.1. Desktop
The windows desktop is displayed after the initial setup.
The following is an explanation of all the icons on the desktop.
The icons on the desktop are application icons, and start up a program by double tapping each icon.

My Device:
Displays the root folder with
Explorer to view file information
and programs inside the BHT.

Internet Explorer:
Standard web browser.
Accesses to web pages.

Recycle Bin:
Stores deleted files temporarily,
recovers the deleted files, and
deletes the files stored in the
Recycle Bin completely.

Microsoft WordPad:
Basic word processor in windows.
My Documents:
Displays the My Document folder
with Explorer to views file
information and programs inside
the BHT.

BHTClone:
Opens the BHTClone menu.
BhtShell:
Opens the BHT system menu.

Remote Desktop Connection:
Controls a Windows computer
running terminal services remotely.
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4.2. Start Menu
The Start menu is used to run programs installed in the BHT and set up
system settings.
Tap the

Menu

button located in the taskbar (most-left).

Description

Reference section

App Launcher

Application guard tool that restricts Windows
desktop operation to prevent the end users from
using non-listed applications or changing any
configuration.

6.12 Application
Launcher

kbifCE

Software that receives barcode and 2D code
scanned by a BHT and passes the data to the
application in a manner as if it were input at the
keyboard. The kbifCE icon is shown and stays
active in the task bar.

kbifCE Users Guide

Version Manager

the automatic update application for
applications and OS

Application/OS Automatic
Update Tool (Version Manager)
Reference Manual

Communication

Terminal setups

-

Internet Explorer

Standard Web browser that accesses Web pages.
Full Screen mode is supported.

4.2.2 Internet Explorer

Microsoft WordPad

Simple word processor

-

Windows Explorer

Browses files and folders inside the BHT. (*)

-

Command Prompt

Windows command processor that is used to
execute entered DOS commands.

-

Remote Desktop
Connection

Remotely manipulates a Windows computer
that is set as a terminal service client.

4.2.3 Remote Desktop
Connection

Favorites

-

Views a list of registered files in the favorites
folder.

Documents

-

Views a list of recently used files.

-

Settings

Control Panel

Sets up the Windows basic environment.

5 Control Panel

Programs

Network and Dial-up
Sets up network settings.
Connection
Taskbar and Start
Menu

Sets up the taskbar and start menus.

Help

-

Views the Windows CE help menu.

Run…

-

Runs applications.

Reset

-

Resets or full rests a BHT.

- Note-

4.2.4 Reset

(*) When connecting the BHT to the (remote) host computer via a windows network, set the
time and date of the BHT properly. If both the BHT and the (remote) host computer do not have
the same date and time, the BHT may not log into the (remote) host computer.
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4.2.1. Recycle Bin

Desktop

Recycle Bin stores the deleted files temporarily, recovers the deleted
files, and deletes the files stored in the Recycle Bin.

To recover deleted files from the Recycle Bin, tap File(F)>Restore(E)
while selecting the file.
To delete specific files in the Recycle Bin from the BHT memory, select
the file to delete and tap File(D)>Delete(D).
To delete all files in the Recycle Bin from the BHT memory, select all files
and tap File(D)>Empty Recycle Bin(B).
− Note −

4.2.2. Internet Explorer

Files in the FLASH or Storage Card folder are deleted directly
from the BHT memory, not stored in the Re cycle Bin.

Desktop

Browse web pages.

− Note −

An internet connection is required to set up before using
Internet Explorer. Setting up a wireless connection and opening
the wireless device are required for internet access via a
wireless connection. Refer to “6.8 Wlan Manager for details.

Setting up a proxy server
Select View(V)> Internet Options(O) from the Internet Explorer menu to
open the Internet Options.
To set up the Internet connection settings, tap the Connection tab.
− Note −

The BHT must stay connected to a wireless network (WLAN,
LAN etc.) while changing the proxy server settings.

The message shown on the left appears when the settings are changed
with no network connection.
The latest OS will not display the above message, and reflect the
changes in the WLAN setting.
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Full Screen
To enable the Full Screen mode, open System Properties>Internet
Explorer Options then check the “Full Screen IE mode” box.
Refer to “6.4.17 Internet Explorer Options” or the BHT Web Browser
Plug-in Reference Manual, chapter 2. Web browser settings for more
details.

“FullScreen” is an Internet Explorer without a menu bar, address bar and
status bar.
Full Screen Internet Explorer has the same functions as a standard
Internet Explorer.
Full Screen Internet Explorer displays the screen shown on the left when
the BHT is disconnected from the network (LAN / WLAN / …).
To reconnect the BHT to the server, press the following function keys.
F4 : Reconnects to the current URL
F12 : Reconnects to the “Start Page” in Internet Options >General tab.

Refer to BHT Web Browser Plug-in Reference Manual, chapter 2. Web
browser settings for more details.
- Close control of “FullScreen”
- Plug-in settings (enable/disable)
- Error control (enable/disable)
- Function key assignment (only for Full Screen)

The F11 key toggles between the Full Screen mode and the normal
mode.
To exit Internet Explorer from the Full Screen mode, press the F11 key
to switch to the normal mode then tap the X button.
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4.2.3. Remote Desktop Connection Desktop
Remote Desktop Connection is used to control other computers
remotely.

Refer to the BHT RDP Plug-in Reference Manual to control local devices
such as barcodes, beeper, LED and so on for the BHT operating in the
Microsoft Windows terminal service/desktop environments.

4.2.4. Reset
The Reset(E) menu is used to reset or full reset the BHT.
Tap the Reset(E) in the Start menu.

To reset the BHT, uncheck the “Full reset”
button.
To full reset the BHT, check the “Full reset”
button.
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then tap the Yes

then tap the Yes

4.2.5. Remote Display
The BHT can be manipulated via a network.
The following application files “CERDISP.exe” and “CERHOST.exe” must be run respectively on the BHT
and the host computer in order to manipulate the BHT remotely.
BHT : Remote Display Application, CERDISP.exe
PC
: Remote Display Utility, CERHOST.exe

Launching CERDISP.exe on a BHT
Follow the steps below to run the Remote Display Application (CERDISP.exe) on the BHT.
Step 1

Tap the “Desktop > Start > Run… , [Run]” in the Start menu

Step 2

Enter “cerdisp” in the Run dialog (fig.1) then tap the OK button.

Step 3

Tap the “Start” button in the start confirmation dialog (fig.2).

The desktop shown in fig.3 is displayed after the application is launched.
To skip the start confirmation dialog (fig.2), enter “cerdisp -c” (*1) in the Run dialog (fig.1) instead of “cerdisp”.
(*1) Copy the "_cerhost.bat) which comes with the SDK (SDK\Tools\CERHOST folder) to the Flash\Startup
folder in the BHT to auto start "remote display" feature after full reset and reset

Start confirmation dialog (fig.2)

After the cerdisp is launched (fig.3)

Run dialog (fig.1)

 Launching CERHOST.exe on a computer
Follow the steps below to run the Remote Display Utility on the computer.
Step 1

Copy the “cerhost.exe” which comes with the SDK (SDK\Tools\CERHOST folder) to the
computer.

Step 2

Run the “cerhost.exe”. The Cerhost screen (fig.4) is displayed.

Step 3

Select the “Connect…” from the “file” menu. The connect dialog (fig.5) is displayed.

Step 4

Select the BHT to connect from the active target device list shown on the connect dialog, then tap
the OK button.
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The BHT desktop shown in fig.6 is displayed on the computer after the application is launched.
The computer can manipulate the BHT with this BHT desktop.

Cerhost screen (fig.4)

Connect dialog (fig.5)

BHT desktop (fig.6)

4.2.6. Screen Capture tool [captbht.exe]
The screen capture tool (captbht.exe) captures the BHT screen images.
The screen images captured can be utilized for creating documents such as an application manual.
Images in this manual are created with this tool.
To open the screen capture tool, follow the steps below.
Step 1 Tap the “Desktop > Start > Run… , [Run]” in the Start menu
Step 2

Enter “captbht” in the Run dialog then tap the OK button.

To capture a screen image, press the F3 key.
The BHT beeps twice when a screen image is captured.
The captured screen image is saved as a BMP file under the temp folder.
Copy this BMP file to the computer to utilize it.

To close the screen capture tool, press the F4 key.
The BHT beeps once when the tool is closed.

- Note -

The BMP files saved as output data consume large
amount of memory. For this reason, using the screen
capture tool during the BHT operation is not
recommended.
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5. Control Panel
Control Panel is used to set up a windows operating environment.
In the Start menu, tap Settings(S) then Control Panel(C) to open
Control Panel. Double tap each icon to set up

DW: DENSO WAVE feature
MS: Microsoft windows feature
No.

Icon Name

Description

DW

Backlight

Changes the backlight settings
Refer to “5.1 Backlight settings”

√

BHTSettings
(System Menu)

Sets up a BHT operating environment.
(Same as the System Properties in the System Menu.)
Refer to “6.4 System Properties”.

√

Bluetooth Device
Properties

Searches for Bluetooth devices and connects to a BHT.
Bluetooth devices must be turned ON before using this
application
Refer to “6.9 Bluetooth Manager”

Certificates

Imports, views and deletes certificates.

Date/Time

Sets up the date, time, time zone and automatic adjustment
for daylight saving time

Dialing

Sets up the telephone line settings.

Display

Changes the display settings
Refer to “5.10 Display

√

√

√

√

.

Error Reporting

Reports application errors to Microsoft in order to improve
the product.
Refer to "5.2 Error Reporting".

Input Panel

Sets up the software keyboard.

Internet Options

Sets up internet settings.

Keyboard

Sets up key related settings.
Enables or disables the key repeat, and sets the Key repeat
speed and interval.
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MS

√

√

√

√

√

√

Mouse

Sets up a mouse.

Network and Dial-up
Connections

Sets up a new dial-up Internet connection.
Refer to “5.5 Network and Dial-up Connection ”

√

Owner

Views or sets up the owner properties (that is required to
access the network resource).

√

Password

Sets a windows startup password as security guard.

√

PC Connection

Changes a method for connecting a BHT to a computer.

√

√
Power

Views the battery or device status and sets a wakeup event.
Refer to “5.6 Power”.

Regional Settings

Sets up locale and language.

Remove Programs

√

√

√

√

Deletes applications from the BHT.
√

Storage Manager

Mounts, unmounts or partitions data storage devices such
as an SD card and Flash memory.
Note: The BHT may not work properly if the Flash memory
user area is initialized with the Storage Manager. Use the
File System menu in the System Property to initialize the
Flash memory.

√

Stylus

Changes the stylus settings and calibrates the touch screen.
See “5.4 Stylus”

√

System

Views or changes the windows System Properties and the
RAM memory allocation.”

√

√

√

√

System Info

Views the BHT system information such as system version.

Terminal
Server
Client Licenses

Sets a client license for a remote desktop terminal server.

Volume & Sounds

Changes sound settings and adjust the sound volume.
Refer to “5.7 Volume and Sounds Properties”
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√

√

√

5.1. Backlight settings

Control Panel

Sets up the backlight.

- Note -

General tab menu
Tab

General

(*)Whenever the backlight ON/OFF key is
pressed, the backlight switches between
ON and OFF regardless of the backlight
settings in this menu.
Refer to “3.6 Using backlight”.

LCD/Keypad tab menu

Item

Meaning

Backlight(*)

Set whether or not to turn on the
Enable: Activate the backlight.
backlight when any key is pressed or the
Disable: Deactivate the backlight.
screen is tapped.

Specify the
illumination
time (sec).

Select the
illumination
part user
application
light.
LCD
Backlight
ON Level

Value

Set the backlight ON time in seconds.
The backlight is turned ON for a
specified period of time when any key is
pressed or the screen is tapped.
Battery Power: Backlight ON duration
when the BHT is not placed in the CU.
External Power: Backlight ON duration
when the BHT is placed in the CU.

Checkbox

Value

Description

Checked

0

Continuously ON

Checked
1 to 600
Unchecked －

1 to 600 seconds
No backlight

Select the location to be illuminated
when turning ON the backlight with the
user application.

None: No backlight
LCD:
LCD backlight only
Keypad: Keypad backlight only
LCD and Keypad:
LCD and Keypad backlight

Select the LCD brightness from four
levels shown on the right.

Off :
Backlight turns OFF.
Low Bright:（Dark）
Mid Bright:
High Bright:（Bright）

Set the LCD backlight to turn off

LCD/
Keyboard

Power Save
Level

Keypad
Backlight

Off: Backlight turns OFF.
automatically or go into the dim mode
when any key is pressed or the screen is Dim: Dim (Backlight stays ON faintly.)
tapped.

Select a user operation for the keypad
backlight to turn on.
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Key press or Screen tap:
The backlight is turned ON when any key
is pressed or the screen is tapped.
Key press: The backlight is turned ON
when any key is pressed.
Disable: The backlight is Always OFF.

5.2. Error Reporting

Control Panel

Creates an error information when an error occurs in applications.

Enabling Error Reporting is recommended when developing applications.
Using Windows CE Dump Viewer in a host computer together with this
function helps early detection and solution of application problems.
Access to Microsoft HP or MSDN for further details.

An error information is created in the Windows\DumpFiles folder when an
application error is detected.
A folder is created as shown on the left each time when an error occurs,
To see error details, copy log files from these folers to a computer then
view the error details by using Windows CE Dump Viewer.

The following example shows that errors occurred in EXCEPTIONTEST.EXE.

[Reference URL]
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=15935
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5.3. System

Control Panel

Views the windows System Properties and device information and changes the RAM
memory allocation.

 General menu
General menu shows the windows system information and the device
information.

 Memory menu
The Memory menu shows the memory allocation and free space of the
RAM memory, and is used to change the RAM memory allocation by
using the slider.

- Note -

Allocate the memory between “Storage memory” and
“Program memory” based on the operating requirements.
Depending on the memory allocation (e.g., insufficient
program execution space), the BHT may not operate
normally.
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5.4. Stylus

Control Panel

Sets up the touch screen.

 Double-Tap menu
The Double-Tap tab menu is used to set the double tapping speed.

 Calibration menu
The Calibration tab menu is used to adjust the touch screen sensitivity
Tap the Recalibrate button then follow the instructions displayed on the
screen.
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5.5. Network and Dial-up Connection

Control Panel

Sets up a network and dial-up connection.
To connect the BHT to a network, tap the “Network and Dial-up Connection” icon in the
control panel.

Network and Dial-up

Icon name

Description

Make New Connection

Creates a new network connection.
Double tap the icon, then enter a new
connection name and select a connection type
by following the instructions given by the
wizard.

USB Serial

Connects to a network via a cradle USB.

LAN

Connects to a network via a cradle LAN.

WLAN

Connects to a network via a Wireless LAN.

 Network Properties Settings
Hold the stylus on the network connection icon created, to
open the hold down menu.
Select the “Properties” menu to open the “IP Address” and
“Name Servers” settings.

- Note -

Contact your network administrator for the IP
addresses.

Tab name

Description

IP Address

Obtain an IP address
via DHCP

Check this radio button to automatically obtain an IP address
(dynamic IP address) from the DHCP server.

Specify an IP address

Check this radio button to manually enter an IP address
(static IP address), then enter an IP address.

Name Servers

Primary DNS:

Enter the IP address for the Primary DNS server.

Secondary DNS:

Enter the IP address for the Secondary DNS server.

Primary WINS:

Enter the IP address for the Primary WINS server.

Secondary WINS: Enter the IP address for the Secondary WINS server.
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5.6. Power

Control Panel

Views the battery or device status and sets a wakeup event.

Sets the wake-up method(s) as a wakeup event from suspend, if
checked.

Wakeup menu

5.7. Volume and Sounds Properties

Control Panel

Changes sound settings and adjusts the sound volume.

 Volume menu
Item

Value

Sounds volume adjustment

0 (left-most) to 5 (rightmost)

Sounds for events

On/Off

Sounds for applications

On/Off

Notifications (alarms, reminders)

On/Off

Key clicks and click sound volume

Key click : On/Off
Volume : Soft/Loud

Screen taps

Touch panel tapping : On/Off
Volume : Soft/Loud

Trigger Key clicks

On/Off

− Note −

*The beeper sound and vibration level will not be changed.
Use the configuration menu that opens by the MENU key. Refer
to “3.7 Using the MENU key”.
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 Sound menu
Sets up sounds for various events.

 Application menu
Sets the notification pattern for code scanning completion, application
and system warning.
Beeper:

Beeper only (default)

Vibration:

Vibrator only

Beeper & Vibration: Beeper and Vibrator

 Output Device
Select an audio output device that emits sounds for the BHT.

 Input Device
Adjust the microphone volume when the microphone is used as an input
device.
Then use the slider to adjust the volume level.
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5.8. Regional Settings

Control Panel

Changes the display language and the format that windows uses to display dates, times,
currency, values and Uniscribe for complex text layout such as Thai language.

Uniscribe: Check this box when displaying complex text languages
(CTL) such as Thai .
- Note - Refer to the following URLs (Microsoft MSDN) for details of Uniscribe.
Check this box to enable Uniscribe if any one of the complex script languages
listed at the following URLs (Microsoft MSDN) is used for an application.
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee491922(v=winembedded.60).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa912899.aspx

- Note - -Reset the time zone, date and time after changing UI language in the Language tab menu.
-The registry file is deleted when the UI language is changed due to incompatibility with different UI
languages.

-The BHT performs a full reset automatically after changing the UI language.

5.9. Owner

Control Panel

Sets up the owner properties (such as the user name, password and domain name) that are
required to access the network resource.
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5.10. Display

Control Panel

Changes the display settings to customize the desktop.

Tab name

Description

Background

Changes the desktop background wallpaper.

Appearance

Customizes the desktop appearance.

Resolution

Changes the display
resolution.

Resolution
WQVGA (width 240 × height 400 pixels)(Default)
WVGA (width 480 × height 800 pixels)
QVGA (width 240 × height 320 pixels)
VGA
(width 480 × height 640 pixels)
HVGA (width 320 × height 480 pixels)
The change takes effect after a reset.
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6. System Menu (BhtShell)
The System Menu is used to set up BHT operating environment,
and is accessible from the BhtShell in the desktop or the
BHTSettings in the control panel.
BhtShell icon
in the desktop

BHTSettings icon
in the control panel

6.1. System Menu list
The following table lists the System menu available for the BHT.
Refer to the following pages for details of each menu.
1.Execute Program

-

Executes applications

1.Ymodem

Communicates with a host computer using the Ymodem.
CU-AR1-14 or CU-AU1-14 is required.

2.ActiveSync

Communicates with a host computer via a USB using the ActiveSync /
WMDC.

3.FTP

Communicates with a host computer via a USB using the FTP.

Scanner

Sets up scanner reading.

Control Panel

Opens the control panel.

File System

Reset Menu

Initializes the file system (Flash memory, registry and RAM memory).
Power Management setup for the BHT.
Sets up the automatic power-off timer and standby timer.
Sets up the reset/full reset functions.

Key

Sets up the keypad key functions.

Input Panel

Sets the software keyboard settings

Status Display

Sets up the status display icons.

Taskbar

Sets up the taskbar.

USB Settings

Startup Config

Sets up the USB communication mode.
Backs up and restores the data (files) in the RAM memory and the
registry.
Sets up the BHT security at startup and how the BHT starts up.

RegEdit

Views and edits the registry.

OS Update

Update the OS.

Wireless LAN

Sets up and checks a wireless LAN connection.

Bluetooth

Sets up and checks a Bluetooth connection.

Network Settings

Sets up network-related configuration.

Internet Explorer Options

Sets up additional function for Internet Explorer.

Remote Desktop

Sets up Remote Desktop.

Log Manager

Retrieves the BHT operation logs.

BHTClone

Copies OS, applications and configuration data from one BHT to
another.

SQRC

Set up SQRC functions.

SCANNER

Performs a scanner reading test.

BEEPER

Performs a beeper scale test.

AGING

Performs an aging test.

COM

Performs a communication test.

DISPLAY

Performs an LCD and indicator LED test.

KEY VIBRATION

Performs a key entry and vibrator test.

5.Explorer

-

Opens Explorer.

6.Version

-

Views system information.

2.Communication

Power Management

3.System Properties

BHT Backup

4.Test
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6.2. Execute Program

System menu

The Execute Program menu is used to run applications and open folders or files.
Tap “1: Execute Program” in the System Menu.
The screen shown on the left is displayed.
Tap “Browse…“.

Select a file from the My Device list, or enter a file name.
Make sure that the file name displayed in the “Name:” field is correct.
Then tap OK near the top left corner of the My Device list.

Confirm that the file name displayed in the “Open:” field is correct.
Tap OK to run applications or open folders or files.
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6.3. Communication

System menu

The Communication menu is used to connect the BHT to a host computer.
Tap 2: Communication in the System Menu.
The BHT can connect to a host computer using the following three
methods.

1.Ymodem:
Communicates with a host computer via an RS-232C port using Ymodem.
(currently not available)
2.ActiveSync(USB)**:
Communicates with a host computer via a USB using ActiveSync or
WMDC.
3.FTP:
Communicates with a host computer using FTP (File Transfer Protocol).
- Point -

**ActiveSync or WMDC cannot be used when the BHT is using
a wireless LAN or CU (LAN).

6.3.1. Ymodem Menu
“Ymodem” is used when the BHT is connecting to the host computer via
the RS-232C interface port.
To use Ymodem, follow the steps below.
button 2

button 1
button 3

1. Tap “1:Ymodem” in the Communication menu.
2. Tap the button 1 to set the communication environment.
3. Tap the button 2 to download files to the BHT,
or tap the button 3 to upload files stored in the BHT to the host
computer.

Communication Settings
To set up the Ymodem communication settings, tap the button 1 in the
Ymodem menu.
RS-232C Interface Settings
Select the “Serial (COM1:)” in the “Port” field, when the BHT is
connecting to the host computer via a RS-232C connector interface port.
The following fields must be set to the same values as the host computer.
“BaudRate”, “LinkTimeout”, “Retrans Interval” and “TransTimeout”.
The following settings are fixed as bellow.
“data bits : 8”, “Parity : None”, “StopBits : 1”
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 Download

Select the download destination folder.
Then tap the button 2 to start the download.
button 2

Download destination folder

− Note −

If a file with the same name already exists in a download
destination folder, the new downloaded file overwrites
the old one.

The popup message shown on the left is displayed when the download is
successfully completed.

If an error occurs while downloading…
If an error occurs while downloading, the popup message shown on the
left is displayed.
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 Upload

Select the file to upload to the host computer.
Then tap button 3 to start the upload.
button 3
Upload file

The popup message shown on the left is displayed when the upload is
successfully completed.

If an error occurs while uploading…
If an error occurs while uploading, the popup message shown on the left
is displayed.
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 Error Messages
The error messages are listed below.

Download error messages
Message
Not enough storage
Too long path
File open error
Communication
error

Aborted

Cannot open port

Protocol timeout

Problem
Not enough memory to
store downloaded files.
The file path is too long to
download.
The file to be overwritten is
currently open.
Download has failed due to
a communication error.

Solution
Delete any unnecessary files or reduce the
size of the download file.
Change the download file name or the
download destination folder.
Close the file and try again.

Problem
The file to be uploaded is
currently open.
Upload has been aborted.

Solution
Close the file and try again.

Check the communication settings, and then
try again.
If the error still occurs, check that the
communication parameters in the host
computer are the same as the BHT.
Check the communication settings and
Download has aborted.
communication log then try again.
If the error still occurs, check that the
communication parameters in the host
computer are the same as the BHT.
The communication port has Close the communication port that is already
already been opened.
opened for another process, and then try
again.
Check the communication settings and
A timeout has occurred.
communication log then try again.
If the error still occurs, check that the
communication parameters in the host
computer are the same as the BHT.

Upload error messages
Message
File open error
Aborted

Cannot open port

Protocol timeout

Select one or more
files.

Check the communication settings and
communication log then try again.
If the error still occurs, check that the
communication parameters in the host
computer are the same as the BHT.
The communication port has Close the communication port that is already
already been opened.
opened for another process, and then try
again.
Check the communication settings and
A timeout has occurred.
communication log then try again.
If the error still occurs, check that the
communication parameters in the host
computer are the same as the BHT.
No files have been correctly Select the file(s) to upload and then try again.
selected for uploading.
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6.3.2. ActiveSync(USB)

System menu

The ActiveSync (USB) menu is used to connect a BHT to a host computer via a USB.

Tap the ActiveSync (USB) in the Communication menu.
The popup message shown on the left is displayed when connecting to a
host computer via a USB.

When ActiveSync/WMDC connection is successfully established, the
BHT emits a network notification sound, and the ActiveSync/WMDC icon
is displayed in the task bar (circled in red shown on the right).

If ActiveSync or WMDC connection fails to establish, the
ActiveSync/WMDC icon is not displayed.
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6.3.3. FTP

System menu

The FTP menu is a FTP Client software program (FTPClient), and is used when the BHT transfers files from or
to the FTP server.

 FTP Client Configuration
When the 3:FTP button is tapped for the first time, the “FTP Client Configuration” menu shown on the left is
displayed in order to log into the FTP server.

Server:

IP address or host name of the FTP server

User ID:

User name registered in the FTP server

Password: Password of the above user name
Directory:

Folder to be used (Use the root folder if left blank)

Use temporary file on downloading:
If checked, saves an existing file as a temporary file when
downloading, just in case the download fails.
Make sure that the device memory has enough space to
save a temporary file before downloading.
FTP Client Configuration
Menu

Close progress dialog automatically after transfer finish:
If checked, automatically closes the popup dialog for the
file transfer progress when the file transfer is completed,

To confirm that the BHT can log into the FTP server, tap the Test button in the above menu screen.
When the BHT is successfully logged into the FTP server, the popup
message shown on the right is displayed.
Close the popup message then tap the OK to proceed to file transfer.

− Note −

Connect the BHT to a wireless LAN with the WLAN
Manager before configuring the FTP client, when
transferring a file using FTP via a wireless LAN.
Refer to “6.8 Wlan Manager ”.

− Note −

Once the FTP Client Configuration is set up, the next time
the FTP Client is activated, the file transfer menu
(FTPClient) is displayed.
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 Downloading files using FTP
To download files from the FTP server, follow the steps below.
Step 1 Tap the Ref... button in the Download section.
The Select file menu is displayed.
Step 2 In the Select file menu, select the folder and file to download the
tap OK button.
Step 3 Tap the Download button to start download.

During file transfer, the popup dialog that shows file transfer progress is
displayed.
To stop file transfer, tap the Abort button.

When the file is successfully transferred, the Status of the popup dialog
shows the “Downloading...done” message.
To close the popup dialog, tap the Close button.
To close the popup dialog automatically after file transfer is completed,
check the box.

The login and file transfer history is displayed in the lower half of the
screen shown on the left (the area indicated in red lines).
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 Uploading files using FTP
To upload files to the FTP server, follow the steps below.

Step 1 Tap the Ref... button in the upload section.
The Select file menu is displayed.

Step 2 In the Select file menu, select the folder and file to download the
tap OK button.
Step 3 Tap the Upload button to start download.

During file transfer, the popup dialog that shows file transfer progress is
displayed.
To stop file transfer, tap the Abort button.

When the file is successfully transferred, the Status of the popup dialog
shows the “Uploading...done” message.
To close the popup dialog, tap the Close button.
To close the popup dialog automatically after file transfer is completed,
check the box.

The login and file transfer history is displayed in the lower half of the
screen shown on the left (the area indicated in red lines).
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 Changing the FTP Client Configuration

To change the FTP Client Configuration, tap the Config... button.

The FTP Client Configuration is displayed.
Change the settings as explained in the FTP Client Configuration section.

Error messages during FTP download or upload.
Message

Problem

Solution

Connection error XXXX

Failed to connect to the server.

Check the network environments,
server active status and FTP settings.

Server IP or Name required Either the server IP or host name is Specify the server IP or host name.
not specified.
User ID required

Either the user ID or password is
not specified.

Either the user ID or password is not
specified. Specify the user ID or
password.

Cannot contain any of the
following characters.

The folder or file name is not
correct (e.g., unsupported or very
long characters are used)

Specify the correct folder or file name.

Filename required

The file name is not entered.

Enter the file name.

The file is read only.

No data can be written to the file
that is selected as the download
destination.

Change the read-only file to the
read-write file, or select another file.

The file could not be found.

The selected file cannot be found.

Select an existing file name.

This file already exists.
Replace existing file?

The same file already exists.

Select Yes to overwrite the file.
Select No not to overwrite the file,
then select another file and retry.

The path is invalid.
The path is too long.
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6.4. System Properties
The System Properties is used to set up various settings that control how the BHT works.
The System Properties is accessible from both the BHTShell in the desktop and the BHTSettings in the Control
Panel.

6.4.1. Scanner settings

System Properties

Double tap the Scanner icon in the System Properties to set up how the BHT reads
barcodes or QRcodes.
The scanner menu varies depending on the BHT Series models.

 Scanner menu for BHT-1400B Series
[1]INVERT

Enables or disables inverted barcodes to be read.

[2]DECODE LEVEL Selects the decode level.
[3]ITF

Selects the minimum number of digits for ITF as a
default.

[4]STF

Selects the minimum number of digits for STF as a
default.

[5]CODABAR

Selects the minimum number of digits for CODABAR as
a default.

[6]Read Parameter Launch the menu for barcode reading parameter.
Refer to “6.10 Scanner Reading Parameters” for details

[1] INVERT (Black-and-white inverted code reading function)
Standard barcodes are black bars on white backgrounds.
Set to ON to enable inverted barcodes to be read.
Default is set to OFF.
− Note −

Setting the INVERT to ON may increase the frequency of barcode read errors.
Setting the INVERT to OFF is recommended if not necessary. (Inverted barcode
reading is disabled).

[2] DECODE LEVEL
The decode level is selectable from 1 to 9. The default level is set to 4.
Lowering the level increases the barcode reading efficiency, however, misreading probability of poor-quality
barcodes (broken or dirty bars) also increases. Raising the level decreases the barcode reading efficiency, and
also decreases misreading probability of poor-quality barcodes.
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[3], [4], [5] ITF, STF and CODABAR
The minimum number of digits to be read for ITF, STF and CODABAR is selectable.
Setting smaller numbers for each code increases probability of missing digits or misreading, depending on
various factors such as barcode reading conditions and barcode quality. Setting larger numbers for each code
decreases probability of missing digits or misreading. Select only the required number to reduce the probability
of missing digits or misreading.
Read code

Range

Default

ITF

2 to 20

4

STF

1 to 20

3

CODABAR

3 to 20

4

 Scanner menu for BHT-1400Q Series
[1] INVERT

Enables or disables inverted codes to be read.

[2] REVERSE

Enables** or disables mirror image codes to be read.

[3] DECODE LEVEL

Selects the decode level.

[4] LIGHT

Sets the light mode.

[5] SCAN MODE

Selects the scan mode either “NORMAL” or “POINT”.

[6] MARKER

Sets the laser light marker illumination.

[7] OPTION DATA

Enables or disable the optional data to be added to the
end of 2D code data read.

[8] MINIMUM DIGITS Select the minimum number of digits to be read for
each code.
[9] Read Parameter

Launches the menu for the scanner reading
parameter. Refer to “6.10 Scanner Reading
Parameters” for details.

[1] INVERT (Black-and-white inverted code reading function)
Enables or disables inverted codes to be read.
Select one from the following three choices.
NORMAL: Reads only normal code. (default)
INVERT:
Reads only inverted code.
AUTO*:
Reads both types of codes. (automatic detection)
− Note −

Setting to the AUTO may take more time to read codes than setting to NORMAL or
INVERT.
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[2] REVERSE (Mirror image 2D code reading function)
Mirror image code is a code viewed from a reversed side of a 2D code,
and can be read by setting the “REVERSE” to “ON”. (default : OFF)
− Note −

Enabling the mirror image 2D code reading may increase reading time for 2D codes.

[3] DECODE LEVEL (Acceptable code quality level)
The decode level is selectable from 1 to 9. (default: 4)
Lowering the level increases the code reading efficiency, however, misreading probability of poor-quality codes
(broken or dirty bars) also increases. Raising the level decreases the code reading efficiency, and also
decreases misreading probability of poor-quality codes.

[4] LIGHT (Light mode)
Sets the light mode.
0: AUTO (default)
1: Always ON
2: Always OFF

[5] SCAN MODE
Selects the scan mode either “NORMAL” or “POINT”.
NORMAL: Normal read mode (default)
POINT:
Point Scan mode
The point scan mode is used to read a code by aiming at the center cross section of the laser light marker. A
code cannot be read in the point scan mode, if there is no code within the cross section, or if unable to detect
the marker due to external light, and so on. The point scan mode can be used only when the laser light marker
is enabled and the normal read mode is selected.

[6] MARKER
Sets whether the laser light marker illuminates or not, when a trigger key is pressed.
0: Normal mode. The laser light marker illuminates during barcode reading. (default)
1: Always ON. The laser light marker Illuminates during code reading, and stays illuminate for the first 30
seconds until the code is read.
2: Always OFF. The laser light marker never illuminates.
− Note −

Setting to “Always ON” increases the power consumption, and may shorten the
operation time as compared to the other two settings.
Changing the settings is not recommended unless necessary.
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[7] OPTION
Set to ON to enable the optional data to be added to the end of 2D code data read.
− Point −

The setting is always effective when the BHT is used. Changing the settings is not
recommended unless necessary.

Option data format

Example code: QR code, Model 2, Version 5, Error correction level M, and
mask number 6. (Data read)… Q2V05M6

Example code: PDF417, Error correction level 4, 12 rows and 2 digits
(Data read)… Y1041202

Example code: MaxiCode and Mode 4. (Data read)… X4

Example code: Data Matrix, Error correction level ECC200, 10 cells wide by 10 cells
high (Data read)... Z0200010010

[8] MINIMUM DIGITS
The minimum number of digits to be read for ITF, STF and CODABAR is selectable.
Setting smaller numbers for each code increases probability of missing digits or misreading, depending on
various factors such as barcode reading conditions and barcode quality.
Setting larger numbers for each code decreases probability of missing digits or misreading.
Read code

Range

Default

ITF

2 to 20

4

STF

1 to 20

3

CODABAR

3 to 20

4
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6.4.2. File System

System Properties

The File System menu is used to initialize the Flash memory, registry and RAM memory.
The BHT restarts after initializing the registry or the RAM memory.

To initialize, double tap the File System icon in the System Properties.
Select the memories to initialize then tap the Initialize button.

When the FLASH memory is initialized only, the popup message shown
on the left is displayed after the initialization is successfully completed.
Tap “OK” to close the popup message.

When the registry or RAM is selected for initialization, the popup
message shown on the left is displayed for several seconds after the
initialization is successfully completed.
Then the BHT reboots automatically.
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6.4.3. Power Management

System Properties

The Power Management menu is used to set the automatic power-off timer and standby
timer.
Double tap the Power Management icon in the System Properties to open the Power
Management menu. The default values are given in parentheses.

Automatic Power off Time:
Battery Power(sec):(180)

Selects the automatic power-off time from 0 to
600 seconds, while the BHT is not set in the CU.
The power does not automatically turn OFF when
“0” is set.

External Power(sec): (0)

Selects the automatic power-off time from 0 to
1800 seconds, while the BHT is set in the CU.
The power does not automatically turn OFF when
“0” is set, or while communicating via a LAN (the
Power/Communication LED in the CU is flashing.)

There will be a time delay of a few seconds when automatically turning off the power after the specified time
has elapsed.
When the “Enable automatic power off with wireless communication” is checked, the power turns OFF
automatically even during wireless communication. Refer to the following information.
- When automatic power-off time is set to 0: The power does not automatically turn OFF.
- When automatic power-off time is set to a non-zero value:
While the wireless device is open.
Checked
Unchecked

− Point −

While closing the wireless device.

During communication via a CU.

The power automatically turns OFF
The power does NOT turn OFF
automatically

The power turns OFF automatically.

The power does NOT
Turn OFF automatically.

The power does not turn OFF for 10 seconds once the power turns ON.

Switch to Standby Mode:
Timer (x 100 ms):
Sets the waiting time to be switched to the standby mode in 100ms units.
(10: 100ms x 10 = 1 second)
Value

Description

0

Disable the standby mode

1 to 9

1 second

10 to 600

1 to 60 seconds
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6.4.4. Reset Menu

System Properties

The Reset Menu is used to set up the Reset/Full reset related configuration.

Enable reset buttons
in the MENU

Enables or disables the reset/full reset buttons in the
basic configuration menu (MENU).
Refer to “3.7 Using the MENU key3” for details.

Reset/Full Reset

unchecked
Disables the reset/full reset buttons in
the basic configuration menu (MENU).
checked
Enables the reset/full reset buttons in the
basic configuration menu (MENU).

Show key
combination(s) on
shutdown screen

Sets whether or not to display the reset/full reset
combination keys at shutdown. (as indicated in blue
lines on the bottom left screen)

Reset/Full Reset

unchecked

The reset/full reset combination keys are
not displayed at shutdown.

checked

The reset/full reset combination keys are
displayed at shutdown.
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6.4.5. Key

System Properties

The Key menu is used to set up how the keypad keys work.
Double tap the Key icon in the System Properties to set up the keypad key functions.

 General menu
Shift Key

Lock

Sets whether or not the keypad stays in the
shift mode (shift lock) when the SHIFT key
is pressed. Choose “Enable” or “Disable”.

Function Key

Lock

The function keys are activated until the FN
key is pressed again.

One Time Lock

The function keys are activated only once
each time the FN key is pressed.

Power Key

Sets how long the power key needs to be held down until the
BHT goes into the suspend mode (wait time).
The wait time can be set from 1 to 600 (The unit is 100ms).

 Magic keys menu
The magic keys M1 to M4 are assignable to some functions from the
drop-down list.
The following key functions are assignable to the magic keys M1 to M4.

The example on the left shows that the Tab key function is assigned to
the M1.
None:

No function is assigned. (The key entry will be ignored,
but the key code will be sent to the application.)

Trigger Switch:
Shift Key:
Enter Key:
Backlight Key:

Sets a magic key as the trigger key.
Sets a magic key as the SHIFT key.
Sets a magic key as the ENT key.
Sets a magic key as the backlight ON/OFF function
key.
Tab Key:
Sets a magic key as the TAB key.
Control:
Sets a magic key as the CTRL key.
Alternate:
Sets a magic key as the ALT key.
Clear:
Sets a magic key as the Clear function key.
Disable:
Disables the key entry. (No key code will be sent to the
application).
Launch APP key: Sets a magic key as the application launcher key.
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 Assigning a user defined key
The magic keys are assignable to user-defined virtual keys.
To assign the user-defined virtual key, follow the steps below.
Step 1 Write a program code for a virtual key as a text file.
Step 2 Save the file in the BHT FLASH folder with the filename
“MKeyDef.txt”. This file is used as the user-defined code file.
Step 3 Double tap the Key icon in the System Properties.
The user-defined code file is read when the Key menu starts up.

Parameter
Name

Meaning

Value

Function name (to be Characters shown as
displayed in the list) “Function name” in the code
example below.

Maximum 64
characters

The number of the
key codes

The number of the key codes
to be sent when the Mx key is
pressed

1 to 4

Key code (Max. 4)

Key code(s) to be sent
(Specify the same number of
the key codes as specified
in “Number of the key codes”.)

ASCII
characters in
hexadecimal
format 0xYY

Code example
Function name

The number of key codes Key code 1

Key code 2

ALT+X

2

0x12 (ALT)

0x58 (X)

ALT+Y

2

0x12 (ALT)

0x59 (Y)

The user-defined keys are displayed under the “Launch APP Key” in the
order in which they are written in the user-defined code file.
The example shown on the left, “ALT+X” and “ALT+Y” are added.
Refer to the BHT API Reference Manual or BHT Class Library Reference
Manual for further details.
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 Assign a Launch APP key
The application launcher function is assignable to a magic key.
Step1

Select the Launch APP key from the pull-down list.

The Set button is displayed.

Step 2 Press the Set button.
The menu on the left is displayed.

Step 3 Set the application path and filename to start up when the magic
key is pressed.
Then select one of the following radio buttons.
False:

Disable the multiple startups for the application,
if checked. (the application starts up only once.)

True:

Enables the multiple startups for the application,
if checked. (The application can start up multiple
times.)
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 Key Enable/Disable menu
The keys checked are enabled.
To disable a key, uncheck the box.

 Input Mode tab menu
Enables or disables the multipress input method for the alphabet input
mode.
Enable multipress input with timeout:
A text selected is entered after the specified time has elapsed, if
checked.
For example, to enter the second text shown on a key, press the key
twice quickly then pause until the text is shown on the screen.
A text shown on the screen changes in the order shown on a Key every
time the key is pressed, if unchecked.
Press any other key to enter the text. (default)
Multipress timeout:
Sets the length of time between key presses when entering text in
multipress input mode.
Selecting the entry mode(s) changeable by the ALP key.
Enable one or both modes to be changeable by the ALP key.
Alphabet input mode 2:
Unchecked: Disable alphabet entry mode 2. (default)
Checked: Enable alphabet entry mode 2.
Alphabet input mode 1:
Unchecked: Disable alphabet entry mode 1.
Checked: Enable alphabet entry mode 1. (default)
■Changing the key function assignment using registry
The key functions assigned to the keys below are changeable using the registry.
Applicable keys and functions

Description

Changeable keys

[FN], [ALP], [ESC], [MENU]

Assignable functions

F1 - F12, FUNC, ALP, ESC, MENU
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Procedure to change the key function assignment.
To
reassign
a
function
to
the
above
keys,
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\BHT\Keybd].
The setting values corresponding to each key function are listed below.
Function to be assigned

Hexadecimal value

F1

0x0170

F2

0x0171

F3

0x0172

F4

0x0173

F5

0x0174

F6

0x0175

F7

0x0176

F8

0x0177

F9

0x0178

F10

0x0179

F11

0x017a

F12

0x017b

FUNC

0x01d2

ALP

0x01d0

ESC

0x011b

MENU

0x01d7

change

the

value

of

(Example) To assign the "F1", "F2", "F3", and "F4" functions to the FN key, the ALP key, the ESC key, and
the MENU key respectively, the values must be set to [HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\BHT\Keybd] as
shown below.
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\BHT\Keybd]
"FuncKey"=dword:170
"AlphaKey"=dword:171
"EscKey"=dword:172
"MenuKey"=dword:173
The following is the procedure to change the key function assignment.
①Create the registry file that the key assignment changes are described. (file name_XXXX.reg)

②Store the above registry file in the Flash\Setup folder.
③Check the “Reboot after Setup” box in [BhtShell] > [3:System Properties] >[Startup Config] > [Launcher]
tab.
*Refer to the Startup Config section for details.
④Perform a full reset.

The key function assignments changed by the above procedure will take effect after the full reset, and
remains effective until the above registry file is deleted.
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6.4.6. Input Panel

System Properties

The Input Panel is used to change the software keyboard size.
To change the size, double tap the Input Panel icon in the System Properties.

Choose “Normal size” or “Expanded size”.
“Expanded size" is valid when the screen resolution is WVGA / VGA /
HVGA.
Then, tap the
icon and reselect the Keyboard from the list in order for
the change to take effect.

Normal size
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Expanded size

6.4.7. Status Display

System Properties

The Status Display is used to display or hide the following status indicators in the taskbar.
To set up, double tap the Status Display icon in the System Properties.

The default values are given in parentheses.
Battery:
WLAN:
SIP:
Shift:
CPU Standby:
Input Mode:
Bluetooth:
Function Mode:

Battery voltage level (Displayed)
Wireless communication status (Displayed)
Software input panel status (Displayed)
Keypad shift status (Displayed)
CPU standby status (Hidden)
Alphabet input mode status (Displayed)
Bluetooth device power status (Hidden)
Function mode status (Displayed)

Refer to “3.4 Screen image” for further details.

6.4.8. Taskbar

System Properties

The Taskbar is used to control the taskbar.
To change, double tap the Taskbar icon in the System Properties.

Disable Taskbar:

Enables or disables the taskbar. (Default: Enable)

Always on top:

Shows or hides the taskbar. (Default: Show)
This option is the same as “Always on top” option in
the “Taskbar and Start Menu…” .

Refer to “3.4.1 Taskbar icons” and “4.2 Start Menu”.

− Note −

When the taskbar is disabled, the following windows
shortcut keys are also disabled.
ALT+ESC : Switch windows
ALT+TAB : Switch tasks (Launch task manager)
CTRL+ESC : Display Windows Start menu
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6.4.9. USB Setting

System Properties

The USB Setting is used to set how the BHT communicates with a host computer via a USB
port using CU-AU1-14.
Double tap the USB Setting icon in the System Properties to open the menu.

ActiveSync /
WMDC

Select when connecting to a host computer using
ActiveSync or WMDC.

COM

The USB port acts as a serial port (COM1), if selected.
The COM1 port of CU-AR1-14 (the RS-232C port) cannot
be used while “COM” is selected.
The number of bytes available to send at once using
WriteFile function is 8 KB while using the COM1.
This setting is used for Ymodem communication in the
BHTShell menu (BHTShell > 2 :Communication >
1 :Ymodem).

Tap the OK button to finish.
The reboot (reset) prompt message shown on the left is displayed.
Tap Yes.

− Note −

Install the Active USB-COM port driver in the host computer.
The Active USB-COM port driver can be downloaded from the QBdirect service
(http://www.qbdirect.net/).

− Point −

- Check the COM number using the device manager, etc. Even though our products have
been used and the BHT is connected to the same port, the COM port number may be
different.
- It may happen that communication is impossible, depending on the destination or cable.
- Connect the BHT to the USB port on the main body of the host computer.
- If a connection is made via the hub, proper communication may not occur.
- Do not unplug and plug in the USB cable repeatedly in a short period of time. Doing so may
result in the host computer being locked.
If unable to connect to a network via a USB, remove and replace the BHT from and in the CU
repeatedly until the USB communication begins.
Refer to Active USB-COM driver manual for more details and limitations.
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6.4.10. BHT Backup
The BHT Backup is used to back up and restore the data (files) in the RAM memory and
the registry. Data or files in the flash memory and the microSD card are not supported by
the BHT Backup.
The backup data can be set to be automatically restored after a full reset (cold boot).
Refer to “6.4.11 Startup Config” for automatic restore.
To back up or restore, double tap the BHT Backup icon in the System Properties.

Store Selection

The location for the backup files to be stored.
The backup files are stored under the folder in the
FLASH memory or microSD cards as shown below.
FLASH folder: \FLASH\System\Backup\
microSD card: \Storage Card\System\Backup\

Backup Date

Date created the backup file.

Backup

Proceeds with the backup process.

Restore:

Proceeds with the restore process.

View

Displays the backup file information.

Delete:

Proceeds with the backup file delete process.

FLASH Disk

FLASH memory free space (built-in).

Storage memory

RAM memory size to be backed up.

Storage Device:

Storage location of the backup file.
The device set in "6.4.11 Startup Config" is displayed.

Backup File:

File name to be restored automatically.
The backup file name set in "6.4.11 Startup Config" is
displayed.
"Unselected" is displayed under the following conditions.
1) The backup file is not set.
2) The specified backup file does not exist.

− Note −

After saving or deleting the backup file, change the auto restore
settings explained in "6.4.11 Startup Config" as necessary.

 Backing up data
To back up the RAM memory data or the registry, follow the steps below.
Step 1 Select the location to store the backup file from the “Store
selection” drop-down list in the BHT Backup initial screen.
Step 2 Enter the file name to back up.
Step 3 Tap the Backup button.

The popup message shown on the left is displayed when the backup is
successfully completed.
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 Restoring data

Step 1 Select a file to restore from the back file list.

Step 2 Press the Restore button.

The popup screen is displayed.
Step 3 Tap the Restore button.
− Note −

-The backup file is not compatible with different versions of OS
and different UI languages.
An error occurs if restoring the backup file with a different OS
version or a different UI language.

The popup message is displayed when the restore is successfully
completed.
Step 4 Tap the Reboot button to reset the BHT.
The restore will be effective after the reset.

If the popup message shown on the left is displayed,
Tap the OK button to close the popup message.
Then reset the BHT by pressing the reset key combination (M1 key +
Right Trigger key + Power key).
The restore will be effective after the reset.
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 Viewing the backup file information
To view the backup file information details, follow the steps below.
Step 1 Select the file from the backup list in the BHT Backup initial
screen.

Step 2 Tap VIEW button to display the information details.

The information shown on the left is displayed.
Name:
Date:
Storage:
FLASH:
OS:
Language:
SysVer:
ID:

Backup file name
Created date and time of the backup file
RAM memory capacity required for the restore
FLASH memory capacity required for the restore
OS information
Language information
System version
Serial number of the device that created the backup file

 Deleting backup files
To delete the backup file, follow the steps below.

Step 1 Select the file from the backup list in the BHT Backup initial
screen.

Step 2 Tap the Delete button.

The popup message shown on the left is displayed.
Step 3 Tap the Delete button.
The popup message “Succeeded!” is displayed when the file delete is
completed. Tap the OK to close the popup message.
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 Command line for data backup
> BHTBackup [/b] [/r] [/f] [/bf] [/a] [/p] [/m] [/e]
/b
Backup
Backup with the specified "folder" and "backup filename".
Backup file is created in "\<folder>\System\Backup\<filename>.dbk".
/r
Restore
Restore with the specified "folder" and "backup filename".
/f “xxx” Folder like "Flash", "Storage Card" and so on. “Flash” if not specified.
If a network folder is used, specify the full path starting with "\\".
If a blank character is included in the path, use "".
For example: /f "Storage Card"
For example: (Remote PC name is ServerPC)
/f "\\ServerPC\CommonFolder"
/bf “xxx” Backup filename. ”Bkup” if not specified.
If a blank character is included in the filename, use "".
/a
/p
/m
/e
/h

Display "Backup start" message dialog. Suppress the dialog if not specified.
Display "Backup progress" message dialog. Suppress the dialog if not specified.
Display "Backup end" message dialog. Suppress the dialog if not specified.
Display "Error" message dialog. Suppress the dialog if not specified.
Help
- Note -

- Both '/' and '-' can be used for the option delimiter.
- Both lower case and upper case characters can be used.

Return value
0: Success.
1: Canceled by user
2: Error (other error)
3: Error (invalid parameter)
4: Error (file / path not found)
5: Error (memory full)
6: Error (restore is terminated due to unmatched OS version.)
Examples;
(Ex1) Displays both the “Backup start” and “Backup progress” messages, and backs up to
the “\Flash\System\Backup\Backup1.dbk” backup file.
> BHTBackup.exe /b /bf "Backup1" /a /p
(Ex2) Displays the “Error” message if an error occurs, restore data from
the “\Storage Card\System\Backup\Bkup.dbk” backup file.
> BHTBackup.exe /r /f "Storage Card" /e
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6.4.11. Startup Config

System Properties

The Startup Config is used to define how the BHT starts up after rest and full-reset, and
enable or disable error messages.
To set up, double tap the Startup Config icon in the System Properties
Refer to “2.2 Support functions for setup”, and “7 Error Messages”.

 Restore menu
Restore Data:
Performs the Automatic Restore, if checked (default: checked)
Choose either radio button.
Registry Only: Restores only the registry saved in the registry. (default)
File & Registry: Restores the files and registry from the
BHT backup data.
Storage Device: Storage location of backup file.
Backup file:

File name to be restored automatically.
"Unselected" is displayed under the following conditions.
1) The backup file is not set.
2) The specified backup file does not exist.

Auto backup data:
Automatically backs up the specified data (registry or file/registry) at
power-off. The storage location cannot be specified.
Restore will be performed using the data backed up automatically.
− Note −

-The backup file is not compatible with different versions of OS
and different UI languages.
Restoring the backup file with a different OS version or a
different UI language is not executed.

Copy files from one folder to another:
Performs the Auto File Copy, if checked. (default: checked)
"Flash\Copyfile" …:
Opens the "Flash\Copyfile" folder with file explorer.
"Flash\Startup\Windows" …:
Opens the "Flash\Startup\Windows" folder with file explorer.
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 Launcher menu
Setup Launcher:
Performs the Automatic Application Launch, if checked.
The application will not be performed if no files exist in the folder
“\Flash\Setup”, even if the box is checked.
Reboot after Setup:
Resets the system after the execution of program, if checked.
Startup Launcher:
Wait N Second: Execute a startup application after waiting specified
second(s) . (default: 0, Range: 0 to 10)
For example, “wait a few seconds till network is connected and
execute a startup application”
Windows "Startup" folder...:

Opens the "\Windows\Startup" folder with file explorer, if checked.
Flash "Startup" folder...:

Opens the "\FLASH\Startup" folder with file explorer, if checked.
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 Warning Message menu
The Warning Message tab menu is used to enable or disable error messages explained below.
Registry settings have been lost:
If checked, the message below is displayed only when the BHT is not set
to back up the registry at full reset. (default: checked)

Service life warning for backup battery:
If checked, the message below is displayed at power ON when the
battery level is low. (default: checked)

Date/Time Properties:
If checked, the message below is displayed only when the time and date
settings are lost after full-reset. (default: checked)
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 Password menu
The Password tab menu is used to restrict use of the BHT at reset, full-reset or power-on, and has two
functions; Device lock (password protection) and Application Launcher.
(1) Device lock function
The password is prompted to restrict use of the BHT at reset, full-reset
and power-on.

(1)

(2)Application Launcher function
The application launcher is activated after the BHT is unlocked.
Only specified applications can be used while the application launcher is
active. Refer to “6.12 Application Launcher” for further details.
(2)

(1) D evice lock function
Enable password protection at reset/Password
Locks the BHT after reset/full-reset, if checked. (default: unchecked.)
The password entered is required to unlock the BHT (no password. Max 32 characters.).
Enable password protection at power on
Locks the BHT when turning on (resume) the BHT, if checked. (default: unchecked.)
The password entered is required to unlock the BHT.
Disable Enter key Setup feature at full-reset
Disables the Enter key Setup feature, if checked. (default: checked)
When performing full-reset while holding down the ENT key, the application programs in the microSD card
“Storage Card/Setup” folder start up at restart. This option is used to disable the “Enter key Setup feature”.
Refer to “2.2 Support functions for setup” for details.
Disable ActiveSync autoconnect
Disables the ActiveSync/WMDC autoconnect while the device lock is activated, if checked. (default: checked)
- Note -

ActiveSync/WMDC automatic connection setting (see 6.3.2 ActiveSync(USB) in
the System Properties precedes this setting.

Hide Windows desktop at Setup/Startup
Hides Windows desktop at setup/startup if applications are set to execute automatically at setup/startup, if
checked. (default: checked)
Refer to “2.2 Support functions for setup” for details.
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(2) Application Launcher function
Enable Application Launcher
Starts up the application launcher at reset/full-reset, if checked. (default: unchecked)
Disable ActiveSync autoconnect
Disables the ActiveSync/WMDC autoconnect while the application launcher is activated, if checked.
(unchecked)

- Note -

ActiveSync/WMDC automatic connection setting in the System Properties
precedes this setting.

After the reset, full-rest or power-on (resume), the password entry screen is displayed if the device lock is
enabled, the application launcher is displayed if the application launcher is enabled.
Enter the correct password to login to the BHT when the password entry screen is displayed.

(Ex.) The device lock is enabled.

(Ex.) The application launcher is enabled.

When the FUNC, ALP, SHIFT or CAPS key is pressed while the password entry screen is displayed as shown
on the left below.
The message dialog on the right below is displayed when an incorrect password is entered.
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 Configuration File (Startup.ini)
The configuration file does not exist at default.
The following file is created as the configuration file when the OK button is pressed in the General, Warning
Message or Password tab. (The file is not a registry file.)
\Flash\system\Startup.ini
The sample configuration file:
1: checked, 0: unchecked
DEVICELOCK_ENABLE=1
DEVICELOCK_PASSWORD=1234567890
DEVICELOCK_RESUME_ENABLE=0
DEVICELOCK_ENTERKEY_DISABLE=1
DEVICELOCK_ACTIVESYNC_DISABLE=1
DEVICELOCK_HIDE_WINDOWS_DESKTOP=0
DEVICELOCK_APP_PATH=\Windows\HtLogin.exe

‘ Enable password protection at reset
‘ Password
‘ Enable password protection at power on
‘ Disable Enter key Setup feature at full-reset
‘ Disable ActiveSync autoconnect
‘ Hide Windows desktop at Setup/Startup
‘ Htlogin.exe file path

APPLAUNCH_ENABLE=0
APPLAUNCH_ACTIVESYNC_DISABLE=0

‘ Enable Application Launcher
‘ Disable ActiveSync autoconnect

− Note −

This configuration ini-file can be copied to other BHTs, and work the same.
Copying the application launcher ini-file (CeAdmin.ini) together with the configuration ini-file
is recommended when using the application launcher.
Distributing the BHT backup file (*.dbk) together with the configuration ini-file is
recommended when kitting or using cloning function.
Refer to “6.12 Application Launcher” for details. Refer to "6.13 Cloning" for details. Refer to
"6.4.10 BHT Backup" for details.

The password lock application default file name is “HTLogin.exe”.
The default application can be changed to a user-customized application such as a multiple users and
passwords manageable application.
There are two ways to change the default application.
(i) Overwrite the “HTlogin.exe” file.
(a) Copy the user-customized password lock application to the “Flash\Copyfile\Windows” folder.
(b) Perform full reset (cold boot).
The default application is replaced with the user-customized application when the BHT restarts.
(ii) Change the application path and file name in the “\Flash\system\Startup.ini” file.
(a) Rewrite the DEVICELOCK_APP_PATH in the Startup.ini file.
In the above example, the application path and file name is “\Windows\HtLogin.exe”.
(b) Perform full reset (cold boot).
The user-customized application is started up when the BHT restarts.
− Note −

Controlling the ActiveSync autoconnect function when the device lock function is activated.
This function is executed within “HTLogin.exe”.
When replacing the application with another application, set up the ActiveSync autoconnect
by using the following function.
VC/++
BHT_SetSysSettingDW(BHT_ACTSYNC_AUTOCNCT,ACTSYNC_AUTOCNCT_DISABLE);
.NET (VB, C#)
COM.Settings. EnabledAutoActiveSyncIF
Refer to the API Reference Manual and the Class Library Reference Manual.
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6.4.12. Registry Editor (RegEdit)

System Properties

The RegEdit is used to add, modify, delete, import or export the registry.
The following three methods are available to use the RegEdit.
- Using the GUI (graphical user interface) to add, modify, delete, import or export the
registry.
- Using the registry file (*reg) to import the registry.
- Using the command line to import or export the registry.
(Registry import explained in “2.2 Support functions for setup”.)

Registry keys
(Tree view)

The RegEdit upper screen displays registry keys and the lower screen
displays registry data.

− Note −
Registry data
(List view)

Reset (warm boot) is recommended after changing the
registry.
Some programs (exe, dll) read registry data during the
startup only. In this case, the registry changes will not take
effect until the BHT is reset (warm boot).

 Using the GUI with RegEdit
Tap and hold a registry key to edit until the edit menu pops up.
Then select one from the following edit menu.
Add:
Adds a registry key.
Delete:
Deletes a registry key.
Export (All):
Exports (back up) the all registries
Export (Subset): Exports (back up) the selected registry sub key.
Import:
Imports (set up or restore) a registry from the registry
file regardless of the registry key selected to open this
edit menu.

Add

Import
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Export

Tap and hold the registry data in the lower half of the RegEdit screen until
the edit menu pops up.
Then select one from the following edit menu.
Add:

Adds the registry data with the registry type.
DWORD
STRING - Single (without linefeed code)
- Multi (with linefeed code)
Delete:
Deletes the registry data.
Modify: Modifies the registry data.
Rename: Renames the registry data name.

Add
DWORD, STRING(Single)

Add
STRING(Multi)

Modify

Rename

 Using the Registry file (*.reg) with RegEdit
To import a registry from the registry file (*.reg) , follow the steps below.
Step 1 Double tap the registry file (*.reg).
The popup confirmation message is displayed.
Step 2 Tap the Yes to start installing the registry.
The popup message "Import succeed" is displayed after the registry
installation is completed.
The above popup messages will not be displayed if the registry file name
starts with ‘_’ (underline). (Similar to the command line “/H” option, silent
import)
Naming the registry file starting with underline is useful when deploying
the registry file to the Setup folder using the auto setup function at full
reset.
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 Using command line with RegEdit
The command prompt can be used to import or export the registry from or to the registry file.
To use the command prompt, follow the steps below.
The following file and folder names are used in the steps below.
• Registry file:
setup.reg
• Registry file deployment folder: \Flash\Setup\Regfile
• Registry import batch file:
regset.bat
Description content :
RegEdit /H /I \Flash\Setup\Regfile\setup.reg

Step 1 Deploy the registry file “setup.reg” in the registry file
deployment folder “\Flash\Setup\Regfile”.

Step 2 Create the registry import batch file “regset.bat” and deploy in
the
"\Flash\Setup" folder.

Step 3 Open the Startup Config in the System Properties.

Step 4 In the General tab, check both boxes “Setup Launcher” and
“Reboot after Setup”.
Step 5 Reset the BHT.

- Note -

Step 1 and step 2 are omissible, if the registry file name starts
with ‘_’ (ex._setup.reg) and is deployed directly under the
"\Flash\Setup" folder.
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 Command line for exporting the registry
Export function (/E option)
> RegEdit [/H] /E filepath [sub-key]
/H
No message is displayed while exporting the registry (default: display)
filepath The registry path and file name to export.
sub-key The registry sub-key to export.
If the sub-key is not specified, the entire registry will be exported.
Import function (/I option)
> RegEdit [/H] /I filepath
/H
No message is displayed while importing the registry (default: display)
filepath The registry path and file name to import.
Registry file format
Format the registry file as shown on the right.
Blank line
The blank line is a separator that identifies a beginning of a new
registry path. Insert a blank line before each registry path.
RegistryPath
The RegistryPath is the sub-key path.
Enclose the sub-key path in square brackets ( [ ] ).
For example:
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/BHT/BackLight]
When the sub-key in the registry path does not exist in the
registry, a new sub-key is created. When the sub-key name starts
with "-" (hyphen), the sub-key is deleted.
For example:
[-HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/BHT/BackLight]

Blank line
[RegistryPath1]
"DataItemName1"=DataType1:DataValue1
“DataItemName2"=DataType2:DataValue2
Blank line
[RegistryPath2]
"DataItemName3"=DataType3:DataValue3
"DataItemName4"=DataType4:\
DataValue4
"DataItemName5"=Blank line
[-RegistryPath3]

DataItemName
The DataItemName is the data item name to import.
Enclose the data item name in double quotation marks (""). An equal mark “=” follows the data item name.
When the specified data item name does not exist in the registry, a new data item name with a value is
created.
When the specified data item name exists, the value in the new registry file overwrites the existing value.
DataType
Enclose the data type in double quotation marks (""). The data type follows an equal mark, and is followed by
a colon. If the data type is REG_SZ, do not include the data type value and colon. Refer to “Data type and
format list” on the next page. When "-" (hyphen) is in front of "="(equal mark), the value is deleted.
For example:
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/SOFTWARE/BHT/BackLight]
"Brightness"=-
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DataValue
Format the DataValue the way shown in “Data type and format list” on the next page.
Add a linefeed "\" at the end of the line, when starting a new line.
For example:
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/Time Zones/Pacific Standard Time]
"TZI"=hex:/
a4,01,00,00,00,00,00,00,c4,ff,ff,ff,00,00,0b,00,/
00,00,01,00,02,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,00,03,00,/
00,00,02,00,02,00,00,00,00,00,00,00
Data type and format list
Data type

Format

Description

REG_SZ

"DataItemName"="my string"

String data

REG_MULTI_SZ

"DataItemName"=multi_sz:"my string","my string"

String data (multi-line)
Separate with "," (commas)

REG_DWORD

"DataItemName"=dword:00000000

Numeric value (32bits)
Hexadecimal format

REG_BINARY

"DataItemName"=hex:01,23,cd,ef

Binary format
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 Error Messages for Registry Editor
Message

Error No.

Problem

Solution

Import failed.
Err Code = X

2

The specified registry file
does not exist.

Check if the specified registry file exists.

The specified sub-key or
value to delete does not
exist.

Check if the specified sub-key or value exists.

5

The specified sub-key or
value cannot be edited.

Do not edit the specified sub-key or value.

11

The registry file format is
incorrect.

Correct the registry file format.
Common causes of the errors are listed below.
•The sub-key path is not enclosed in square
brackets "[]".
[NG]
Blank line
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\BHT\Icon
"Battery"=dword:00000001

[OK]
Blank line
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\BHT\Icon]
"Battery"=dword:00000001

•The specified data type is incorrect.
[NG]
Blank line
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\BHT\Icon]
"Battery"= 00000001

[OK]
Blank line
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\BHT\Icon]
"Battery"=dword:00000001

•The data item name is not enclosed in double
quotation marks ("").
[NG]
Blank line
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\BHT\Icon]
Battery=dword:00000001

[OK]
Blank line
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\BHT\Icon]
"Battery"=dword:00000001
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Message

Error No.

Problem

Solution

Import failed.
Err Code = X

87

The sub-key path is not
specified.

Specify the sub-key path or correct the registry
file format.
The following errors are examples.
•The sub-key path is not specified.
[NG]
Blank line
"Battery"=dword:00000001

[OK]
Blank line
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\BHT\Icon]
"Battery"=dword:00000001

•The sub-key path cannot be recognized due to
missing a blank line.
[NG]
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\BHT\Icon]
"Battery"=dword:00000001

[OK]
Blank line
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\BHT\Icon]
"Battery"=dword:00000001

All/Part of the
registry
Export failed.
Err Code = X

2

The sub-key specified in
the command line does
not exist.

Specify an existing sub-key.
•The sub-key path is enclosed in square
brackets "[]". Do not enclose the sub-key path in
square brackets "[]".
[NG]
> regedit /e “sample.reg” [HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE]

[OK]
> regedit /e “sample.reg” HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE

•The file path including space is not enclosed in
double quotation marks ("").
[NG]
> regedit /e \Storage Card\sample.reg

[OK]
> regedit /e “\Storage Card\sample.reg”

8

Not enough memory

Terminate other programs.

87

The file path or the
sub-key path that is
specified in the command
line is incorrect.

Specify the correct file path or sub-key path.
The following errors are examples.
•The null (“”) is specified to the file path.
[NG]
> regedit /e “”

[OK]
> regedit /e “sample.reg”

•The null (“”) is specified to the sub-key path.
[NG]
> regedit /e “sample.reg” “”

[OK]
> regedit /e “sample.reg” HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
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6.4.13. OS Update

System Properties

The OS Update is used to update the Operating System.
Double tap the OS Update icon in the System Properties to open the OS Update menu.

File Name:

OS update file name
The default OS update folder is "\Flash\OSUpdate".
Before updating the OS, copy the OS update file to
the folder.

...（Browse）:

Opens “My Device” screen to select the OS Update
file.

Reboot mode:

Select one from the choices below to specify how the
BHT performs after the OS Update.
Restart Now (Default): Performs an immediate full-reset (cold boot)
Restart Later:
Returns to this menu
Power off:
Turns off the BHT.

Current Ver.:

Current OS version

Update Ver.:

OS version to update

Exec:

Starts the OS Update

Follow the steps below to update the OS.
Step 1 Copy the OS Update file to the BHT, or store the OS Update file
in the microSD card.
Step 2 Tap the “...” browse button.
The My Device screen pops up.
Step 3 Select the OS update file from the list, then tap OK to close the
My Device screen.
Step 4 Tap the Exec button to start the OS update.
The progress screen is displayed during the update.
The BHT performs the process selected in the above reboot mode after
the update is completed.
.
- Note -

The file system in the RAM and the registry in the Flash memory
will be deleted after reboot. For this reason, setting up the registry
to automatically restore is strongly recommended.
The steps are shown below.
Step 1 Create the registry file (*.reg) as explained in “6.4.10.
Registry Editor”.
Step 2 Set the registry automatic restore as explained in “6.4.9
StartupConfig”.
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- Note -

When the OS update fails, full reset must be performed manually
to restart the BHT or complete the OS update.
IF the BHT does not start up after a full reset, cancel the auto
restore function by pressing the full reset combination keys and the
SCAN key, then retry a full reset.

If the OS update file for other BHT models is selected, the popup error
message shown on the right is displayed when the “Exec” button is
pressed in step 4.
Stop the OS update then select the correct OS file and retry, if the
message is displayed.

 Error messages during OS update
Message

Error No.

Problem

Solution

The specified path or
file is not found.

6

The selected file does not
exist.

Select an existing file.

9

The selected OS update file
does not support the
hardware.

Select the supported OS update
file.

OS update aborted.

101

The OS update is aborted by
the user due to unmatched
OS type.

Select the correct OS update file
matching to the BHT model.

This OS is not
supported in this
hardware.

901

The selected OS update file
does not support the
hardware.

Select the supported OS update
file.

OS type is
unmatched.
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 Command line for OS Update
> OSUpdate /e [/r] [/f]
/e

Execute command line mode
(none)

Execute GUI mode (default)

/e

Command line mode without the battery power check.

/eb

Command line mode with the battery power check.
If the battery level is level-1 or less, the OS update is not performed.

The following parameters are valid when "/e" is specified.
/r

Reboot mode
(none)

The BHT immediately restarts after the OS update. (Restart now) (default)

/r

The same as the above. (Restart now) (default)

/rp

The BHT turns off after the OS update. (Power off)

/rl

The BHT does not restart after the OS update. (Restart later).
After full-reset is performed, the updated OS takes effect.

/f folder/file

Specify the OS image files or folder full path.

(none)

The OS is updated with the OS image files which are in the folder that the OSupdate.exe deploys

/f

Specify the full path that the OS image files deploy.
The full path must start with “\” for the local folder.
The full path must start with "\\" for the network folder.
Enclose the path in double quotation marks ("") when a blank character is included in the path.

/h, /?

help

- Note -

- Both '/' and '-' can be used as an option delimiter.
- Both lower case and upper case characters are treated as the same character. (Both lower
case and upper case characters can be used.)
- OSUpdate.exe is provided with the OS image files, or can be copied from the windows
folder.

Return values
0

Success

1

OS updating is skipped due to the existence of the same OS version

2

Failed

3

OS updating is canceled due to low battery power

4

Incorrect parameters

5

Error occurred before the OS update

6

Error occurred after the OS update

7

Error (Full-reset is required before the next OS update.)

9

Unable to update the OS.

Examples:
(Ex1) [Recommendation]
Update the OS with the OS image files that are in the folder that the OSupdate.exe deploys.
>\\Flash\OSUpdate.exe /e
(Ex2) Update the OS with the OS image files in the server folder.
The battery power check is enabled (/eb). (File name is an example.)
>OSUpdate.exe /eb /f:"\\ServerName\OSupdate\BxxBCExx.SY3"
(Ex3) Update the OS with the OS image files and OSupdate.exe in the “OSUpdate” folder in micro SD card.
> "\Storage Card\OSupdate\OSUpdate.exe" /e
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6.4.14. Wireless LAN
The Wireless LAN is a wireless LAN setup tool called Wlan Manager, and is used to
connect the BHT via a wireless network.
To open the Wlan Manager, double tap the Wireless LAN icon in the System Properties.
Refer to “6.8 Wlan Manager ” for more details.

6.4.15. Bluetooth Manager
The Bluetooth Manager is a Bluetooth connection setup tool that connects the BHT via
Bluetooth.
To open the Bluetooth Manager, double tap the Bluetooth icon in the System Properties.
Refer to “6.9 Bluetooth Manager” for more details.
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6.4.16. Network Settings

System Properties

The Network Settings is used to enable or disable IPv6 (Internet Protocol version 6).
IPv6 is set to “Enable” as default.
Double-tap the Network Settings icon in the System Properties

Follow the steps below.
Step 1 Select either “Enable” or “Disable”.
Enable: IPv6 is activated.
Disable: IPv6 is deactivated.

Step 2 Tap the Apply button.
To cancel the change, tap the Cancel button.

Step 3 Tap the OK button on the right corner of the message.

- Note -

The changes take effect after a reset (warm boot).

 Specifying LAN/WLAN Metric
In the LAN and the WLAN tab menus, the network connection priority of
LAN or WLAN can be changed.
Automatic metric:
Specifies whether TCP/IP automatically calculates a value for an
interface metric that is based on the speed of the interface.
The highest-speed interface has the lowest interface metric value.
Check the box to enable the automatic metric. (default: checked)

Interface metric:
Provides a location for you to type a value for the interface metric for this
network connection. A lower value for the interface metric indicates a
higher priority for use of this interface.
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6.4.17. Internet Explorer Options System Properties
The Internet Explorer Options is used to set up the FullScreen web browser.
Tap the Internet Explorer Options icon in the System Properties to open.

Full Screen IE menu:
Enables the Full Screen mode and the function keys to control the Full
Screen mode.
Internet Explorer opens in the Full Screen mode if "Full Screen IE mode"
box is checked.
Plug-in menu:
Sets up the Plug-in settings and the error control
Refer to the BHT Web Browser Plug-in Reference Manual, chapter 2.
Web browser settings for more details.

View :
Switches the Address Bar, Command Bar and Status bar between
“show” or “hide”,

← Command Bar
← Address Bar

← Status Bar

Browsing History:
Deletes temporary files, Cookies and history.
Clear data: Select browsing history to delete.
Clear timing: Choose when to delete browsing history.
To delete browsing history regardless of the Clear timing setting, press
the Clear button.
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6.4.18. Remote Desktop

System Properties

The Remote Desktop is a Remote Desktop setup tool that is used to control other devices
remotely.

To open the Remote Desktop setup menu, double tap the Remote
Desktop icon in the System Properties.
Refer to the BHT RDP Plug-in Reference Manual, 2.3 Preparing the BHT
(5) BHT extended functions.

6.4.19. Log Manager

System Properties

The Log Manager is a tool for retrieving the BHT operation logs.

Double tap the Log Manager icon in the System Properties to display the
menu shown on the left.

Summary log:
Detail log:
WLAN log:
Scanner log:

History log (power on, off, reboot,…)
Details of the summary log
WLAN packets and events log
Barcode reading log

Tap Next to proceed.
The following screens are displayed sequentially.
Follow instructions given on the screen.

Location

Confirmation

Result

The log files are created in the “Temp” folder at default.
The file name has the serial number, created date and time.
The files in the “Temp” folder are copied and retrieved by
ActiveSync/WMDC or/and microSD card.
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6.4.20. BHTClone

System Properties

BHTClone is used to copy data such as BHT OS, applications, data files
and configurations from one BHT to another.
To open the BHTClone menu, double tap the BHTClone icon in the
System Properties.
Refer to "6.13 Cloning " for details.

6.4.21. SQRC (Only for BHT-1400Q)

System Properties

"SQRC" is a setting tool called the “SQRC setting menu” which is used to
perform SQRC scanning.
To open the SQRC setting menu, double tap the SQRC icon in the
System Properties.
Refer to SQRC Setting User’s Manual for details.

− Note −

CU-AR1-14 or CU-AU1-14 is required for setting SQRC.

6.4.22. Resetting the Backup Battery Discharge Counter

System Properties

Hold down the SHIFT key and press the 0 key while the System menu is
open. The Backup Battery menu shown on the left is displayed.
This menu shows the number of the backup battery discharge.
Reset the backup battery discharge counter to zero (0) after replacing the
backup battery by tapping the Reset button.

− Note −

The counter can only be reset after the discharge count
reaches 200.
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6.4.23. ActiveSync/WMDC Automatic Connection

System Properties

Hold down the SHIFT key and press the 1 key while the System menu is
open. The Communication Settings menu shown on the left is displayed.
The BHT will connect to a network via the USB using ActiveSync/WMDC
automatically.
To set the BHT to automatically connect to a network via the USB using
ActiveSync/WMDC, check the “USB” box then tap OK button.

− Note −

6.4.24. Power key

Automatic connection is enabled as default.

System Properties

Hold down the SHIFT key and press the 2 key while the System menu is
open. The Power Key menu shown on the left is displayed.
Select the notification devices to notify that the BHT is turned on by the
power key.
LED:
Beeper:

Blue LED (Default)
Beeper

Both the LED and Beeper can be selected at the same time.

6.4.25. Battery charging mode

System Properties

Hold down the SHIFT key and press the 8 key while the System menu is
open. The Battery menu shown on the left is displayed.
The Eco mode reduces power consumption compared to the Normal
mode when charging a battery while the BHT is turned off (in suspend
mode).
Normal

Normal mode

Eco

Eco mode :
Complies with California appliance
efficiency regulations for battery chargers.

Select the Eco mode when the BHT using in the state of California.
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6.5. Test

System Menu

The Test menu is used to perform various hardware tests for the BHT.
To open the test menu, tap the 4:Test in the System Menu.
Refer to “6.5 Test ” for details.

−Note −

6.6. Explorer

Contact your sales dealer if an error occurs during the tests.

System Menu

The Explorer provides easy access to files, programs and network
devices.
To open the explorer, tap 5:Explorer in the System Menu.
−Note −

When connecting the BHT to the (remote) host computer
via a windows network, always set the proper time and
date.
If both the BHT and the (remote) host computer do not have
the same date and time, the BHT may not log into the
(remote) host computer.

6.7. Version

System Menu

The Version is used to check the BHT system information.
To view the system information, tap 6:Version in the System Menu.
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6.8. Wlan Manager

System Properties

The “Wlan Manager” is a wireless LAN setup tool that is used to connect the BHT via a
wireless network and check the network information.

To open the Wlan Manager, double tap the Wireless LAN icon in the
System Properties.
The Wlan Manager provides the following menus.
Information:

Displays the connection status, and open or close the
wireless device.

Network:

Displays the network information (IP/MAC address).

Settings:

Sets up the wireless LAN option.

Profiles:

Edits the network profiles.

Ping:

Performs a Ping test.

Version:

Displays the wireless module version.
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6.8.1. Information menu

Wireless LAN

The information tab menu is used to display the wireless device information and connection status.

Associated Access Point:
Information of an associated access point is displayed.
BSSID:

Current BSSID

Signal Strength: Current signal strength
Quality:
Quality

Description

Excellent

Excellent communication quality

Good
Fair
Poor

Poor communication quality

Not
Associated

Not associated with any access
point. (The wireless device is
open.)

Not Opened

The wireless device is not open.

Rate:

Current communication speed

Channel:

Current communication channel

BHT:
Active Profile:

Current active profile

Status:

Current connection status

MAC Address:

MAC Address

IP Address

IP Address

Open button:

Opens the wireless device by tapping

Close button:

Closes the wireless device by tapping

−Note −

The wireless device opened by the Open button remains
open even after the Wlan manager is closed.
To close the wireless device, open this menu again and tap
the Close button.
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6.8.2. Network menu

Wireless LAN

The Network tab menu is used to display network information, and sets up the IP address and the name
servers.

IP Type:

IP address type, DHCP or Static

IP Address:

BHT IP address

Subnet mask:

Subnet mask

Gateway:

Default gateway

DNS Server:

DNS IP address

WINS Server:

WINS IP address

MAC Address:

BHT MAC address

Property button: Opens the IP address setup menu.

In the IP Address tab, set up how the BHT obtains an IP address from the
DHCP server.
Obtain an IP address via DHCP:
Select the radio button to automatically obtain a dynamic IP address from
the DHCP server.
Specify an IP address:
Select the radio button to manually enter a static IP address then enter
the IP address, subnet mask, default gateway.

In the Name Servers tab, set up the name server addresses. Enter the
following IP addresses.
Primary DNS:
Secondary DNS:
Primary WINS:
Secondary WINS:

− Note −

Primary DNS server address
Secondary DNS server address
Primary WINS server address
Secondary WINS server address

Contact your network administrator for the IP address settings.
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6.8.3. Settings menu

Wireless LAN

Power: Select the wireless module power save mode from the pull-down list.
CAM:

Constantly awake mode
The wireless module is constantly powered ON.

FastPSP: Power save mode (Default)
The wireless mode switches between the power save mode and
CAM mode depending on network traffic volume.
MaxPSP: Maximum power save mode
The wireless module wakes up periodically regardless of Network traffic volume.
− Note −

Set an access point with low DTIM periods (2 or 3) when the power
save mode is set to FastPSP or MaxPSP. The BHT may not
reconnect to the access point if a larger number is set.

Radio mode: Select the radio mode from the pull-down list.
11b:
802.11b (Default)
11b/g:
802.11b or 802.11g
11b/g/n: 802.11b, 802.11g or 802.11n (2.4 GHz band)
11a*:
IEEE802.11a
11a/n*:
IEEE802.11a or IEEE802.11n (5GHz band)
*These choices can be selected only for the 5GHz band WLAN supported BHT
models. Check the product label on the back of the product to see if the 5GHz
band WLAN is supported.
Refer to “7.1.4. Interface specifications” - “Wireless Interface” in the User’s
Manual (Hardware) for details.

Advanced Settings button is used to open the radio advanced settings.
Refer to the next page for details.
Export WLAN Settings button is used to create a registry file that contains only
the WLAN settings (WLAN registry file). The WLAN registry file can be copied to
other BHT with the registry file (*.reg).
Refer to “6.4.12 Registry Editor (RegEdit)” for how to import the registry file with
the Registry file (*reg).
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 Advanced Settings menu
Preamble: Select the “Short” or “Long” radio button for the preamble Length.
Default is “Long”.
− Note −

Select the same preamble length as the access point. If both the
BHT and access point are not set to the same preamble length, the
BHT may not connect to the access point.

2.4GHz Roaming Level (dBm):
Set the roaming threshold for the 2.4GHz band from -60 to100 dBm.
(Default: -80 dBm)
5GHz band
supported model

5GHz Roaming Level (dBm):
The menu is displayed only for the 5GHz band WLAN supported BHTs.
Set the roaming threshold for the 5GHz band from -60 to100 dBm
(Default: -72 dBm).
− Note −

5GHz band
not supported model

Roaming will be easier and occur more frequently as the absolute
value of the roaming threshold decreases, however, communication
may easily be lost as the result of frequent roaming. Conversely,
roaming will be more difficult as the absolute value of the roaming
threshold increases, therefore communication will not be lost easily
When changing the roaming threshold, consider the environment in
which the BHT operates, such as the access point arrangement or
electromagnetic noise.
-60 [dBm] <--------------------------------> -100[dBm]
Easy to roam
Difficult to roam

Roaming Beacon Lost:
Set the beacon lost number to start roaming from 1 to 10. (Default: 3)
WMM Support:
Select the “Enable” or “Disable” radio button for the WMM (Wi-Fi Multimedia)
Function.
Enable: Enable WMM
Disable: Disable WMM (Default)

Available 5GHz Band:
The menu is displayed only for the 5GHz band WLAN supported BHTs.
Select the same 5GHz bands as the access point.
− Note −

- The network connection time and roaming time can be reduced by
using only the necessary bands (uncheck unnecessary bands),
particularly when using the DFS bands (W53 and W56) which
require passive scans.
- The DFS bands (W53 and W56) access points automatically alter
channels when a weather radar is detected. This may cause an
unintentional disconnection of the wireless LAN communication or
electrical interference.
- Enable the access point function “802.11d” (Country notification)
when using the DFS bands (W53 and W56).
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Default button: Restored the default settings.
Apply button: Applies the changes.
Cancel button: Cancels all changes.

 Export WLAN Settings
The Export WLAN Settings is used to create a registry file which contains only the WLAN settings (WLAN
registry file). The WLAN registry file can be copied to other BHT with the registry file (*.reg).
Refer to “6.4.12 Registry Editor (RegEdit)” for how to import the registry file with the Registry file (*reg).
− Note −

- The old settings will be deleted when the new settings is imported.
- Delete the profiles from the copy target BHT before importing configuration files created by old
versions(*) of OS.
(*) BHT-1400B : 1.04 or earlier, BHT-1400Q : 1.03 or earlier, BHT-1400QO : 1.01 or earlier

 Write log to flash
Save the wireless logs (i.e. connected, disconnected, roamed) to the Flash folder.
Logs are saved in the "Flash\WLANlog" folder up to the maximum log storage size specified by the "Log area
size".
If the saved log size exceeds the maximum size specified, old logs are deleted to reduce the storage space
then latest logs are saved.
100MB of “Log area size” is roughly equivalent to 36 hours of log data. (Available storage capacity varies
depending on communication conditions.)
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6.8.4. Profiles menu

Wireless LAN

The Profiles tab menu is used to set up the wireless network security.
The profile connected is shown as an active profile on the Status section
in the information tab page.
The BHT attempts to reconnect to the highest priority profile available
until connected if the wireless network is disconnected.

Connection Priority:
Sets the network connection priority when multiple profiles are available.
Highest priority:
Connects to the network with the highest priority profile.
Priority order:
Connects to an available network profile in the priority order.

New button:
Creates a new profile. (refer to the “Creating a new network profile”
section.)
Edit button:
Edits the selected profile.
Delete button:
Deletes the selected profile.
Scan button:
Scans for access points and shows the access point information.
Certificates & PACs button:
Edits the certificates and PACs.

- Notes -

- The “Highest priority” is recommended if only one combination for the access point
SSID and security type is used.
- If the “Priority order” is selected, the BHT attempts to connect to a profile one by one
in the priority order until a connection is established. As a result, a connection may
take time to establish. The BHT may connect to an access point with a low priority
profile unexpectedly in places where the multiple access points with the available
SSIDs and security types exist.

- Point -

The same SSID name can be used as a different profile with a different security, when
multiple profiles with the same SSID name exist in a wireless network environment.
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 Creating a new network profile
To create a new network profile, tap the New button in the Profiles tab
menu.

The Profiles menu is displayed.
The menus shown in the Profiles menu will vary depending on the
settings selected for the Authentication, Encryption and EAP type.

SSID

Enter an SSID that identifies the wireless SSID.
(1 to 63 ASCII characters)

Security

Select an authentication method and an encryption
method.

Key

Enter the WEP Key as below when the WEP is selected.
26 hexadecimal characters (128 bits)
10 hexadecimal characters (40 bits)
13 ASCII characters (128 bits)
5 ASCII characters (40 bits)
Enter the Pre Shared Key as below when the WPA-PSK
is selected.
8 to 63 ASCII characters
64 hexadecimal characters.

Key Index

Select the Key index from 1 to 4.

EAP Type

Select the EAP type for the 802.1x wireless network
security.

User ID

Enter the user ID as 0 to 64 ASCII characters.

Password

Enter the password as 0 to 64 ASCII characters.

Anonymous ID

Enter the anonymous ID as 0 to 64 ASCII characters.

Issued to

The destination of the specified client certificate is
displayed.

Issued by

The source of the specified client certificate is displayed.

Validate Server

verifies the server certificate with the existing root
certificate that is previously imported, if checked.

PAC Provisioning

Select the PAC provisioning mode
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 Security Configuration
The network security is set with the combination of Encryption and Authentication as listed below.
The security combination is changeable.
Security
Parameter

PEAP
(802.1x)

None

EAP-TLS
(802.1x)

Authentication

802.1x

EAP-FAST
(802.1x)

√

ESSID

Encryption

LEAP
(802.1x)

Open
None

WEP

Disable

Disable

PEAP

EAP-TLS

LEAP

EAP－FAST

Pre Shared Key

－

－

－

－

－

－

WEP Key

－

√

－

－

－

－

User ID

－

－

√

√

√

√

Password

－

－

√

－

√

√

Anonymous ID

－

－

－

－

－

√

Validate Server

－

－

√

√

－

－

Client certificate

－

－

－

√

－

－

PAC Provisioning

－

－

－

－

－

√

D

E

F

EAP-FAST

PSK

√

Profile Priority
Screen image

Parameter

A

B

C
Security (WPA)

PEAP

EAP-TLS

LEAP
√

ESSID
Authentication

WPA-1X

Encryption
802.1x

WPA-PSK

TKIP / AES
PEAP

EAP-TLS

LEAP

EAP-FAST

Disable

Pre Shared Key

－

－

－

－

√

WEP Key

－

－

－

－

－

User ID

√

√

√

√

－

Password

√

－

√

√

－

Anonymous ID

－

－

－

√

－

Validate Server

√

√

－

－

－

Client certificate

－

√

－

－

－

PAC Provisioning

－

－

－

√

－

J

K

√

Profile Priority
Screen image

G

H

I
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Security (WPA2)
Parameter
PEAP

EAP-TLS

LEAP

EAP-FAST

PSK

√

ESSID
Authentication

WPA2-1X

Encryption

WPA2-PSK

TKIP / AES

802.1x

PEAP

EAP-TLS

LEAP

EAP-FAST

Disable

Pre Shared Key

－

－

－

－

√

WEP Key

－

－

－

－

－

User ID

√

√

√

√

－

Password

√

－

√

√

－

Anonymous ID

－

－

－

√

－

Validate Server

√

√

－

－

－

Client certificate

－

√

－

－

－

PAC Provisioning

－

－

－

√

－

J

K

√

Profile Priority
Screen image

G

H

I

√ : enabled
- : disabled

− Note −

If the mixed mode that includes the WEP (such as WEP128+TKIP+AES) is set
for the access point encryption, the WEP is the only encryption to connect to the
access point.
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 Profile menu Images
A

B

C

E

F

G

I

J

K
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D

H

 Selecting a certificate
The Select Certificate button in the Profile menu is used to import a certificate.
This menu button is displayed in the specific Profile menu as shown below.
To import a certificate, follow the steps below.

Step 1 Tap the Select Certificate button in the profiles menu.
The My certificate menu is displayed.

Step 2 Select the client certificate from the list.

Step 3 Tap the Apply button.
The client certificates imported are displayed.
To view the certificate properties, select a client certificate then tap the
View button.
Certificate properties menu is displayed.

Step 4 Select the certificate from the pull-down list.
The lower area of the screen displays the properties of the certificate
selected.
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 Using Cert & PAC (Certificates & PACs)
The Cert & PAC (Certificates & PACs) button in the Profile tab menu is used to import, view or remove the
certificates and secret keys (PACs).
The following table shows the required certificates and secret keys for each EAP type.
EAP type

Root certificate

Client certificate (with secret key)

PAC

PEAP

√ (omissible)

–

–

EAP-TLS

√ (omissible)

√

–

LEAP

–

–

–

EAP-FAST

–

–

√ (omissible)

The following table shows the supported formats for the certificates and secret keys.
File

Format

Root certificate / Client certificate

X.509 DER format

Secret key

PKCS#1 DER format

Tap the Certificates & PACs button.

Profiles tab menu

The Certificates & PACs menu is displayed.
Tab menus:
Trusted Authorities: Edits the root certificates
My Certificates: Edits the client certificates
PACs: Edits the secret keys (PACs)

Button menus:
Import: Imports the certificate or PAC. (refer to next page for details.)
Certificates & PACs menu

View: Views the details of the certificate.
Remove: Removes the selected certificate or PAC.
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 Importing a root certificate
Step 1 Tap the Import button in the Trusted Authorities tab.
The Import menu shown on the left is displayed.
Step 2 Tap the Browse button to select a root certificate file, or enter
the full path of the root certificate file.
Step 3 Enter a friendly name.
Step 4 Tap the Apply button.

 Importing a client certificate
Step 1 Tap the Import button in the My Certificates tab.
The Import menu shown on the left is displayed.
Step 2 Tap the Browse button to select a client certificate file, or enter
the full path of the client certificate file.

Step 3 Tap the Browse button to select a secret key file, or enter the
full path of the secret key file.
Step 4 Enter a friendly name.
Step 5 Tap the Apply button.

 Importing a PAC
Step 1 Tap the Import button in the PACs tab.
The Import menu shown on the left is displayed.
Step 2 Tap the Browse button to select a PAC file, or enter the full path
of the PAC file.
Step 3 Enter a PAC file password.
Step 4 Enter a friendly name.
Step 5 Tap the Apply button.
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 Scanning access points
To scan access points, tap the Scan button in the Profiles tab menu.
The scan menu is displayed.
This menu provides the following features.
[1] Rescan

Rescans surrounding access points.

[2] Save

Saves the result of a scan.

[3] Create Profile

Creates a new profile from the access point SSID.

[1] Rescan
Tap the “Rescan” button to rescan surrounding access points.
The access points found are listed as shown on the above screen.
The maximum number of the scanned access points is 64.
The information for each access point is displayed on the lower half of the screen by selecting each line in the
list.
BSSID

The access point MAC address

SSID

The access point SSID
“(Hidden)” is displayed when the access point SSID is hidden.

Security

ENABLE: Authentication or Encryption is required.
DISABLE: Both Authentication and Encryption are not required.

Channel

Channel that the access point uses.

Signal Strength

Radio field strength of the access point.

− Note −

Some access points may not be found If profiles are already set. If any access points are
not found, rescan access points multiple times or retry a scan after deleting profiles.

[2] Save
The “Save” button is used to save the result of a scan.
The scanned results are saved as files. The format to save files can be selected from three choices (the text
format, CSV format and binary format).

[3] Create Profile
Select the access point from the list in the Scan menu then tap the
Create Profile button. The screen shown on the left is displayed.
To create a new profile with the SSID for the access point selected, tap
the Apply button
A new profile is created with only the SSID for the access point selected.
Other information such as the authentication and encryption are not used
to create a new profile.
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6.8.5. Ping test
The Ping menu is used to perform a ping test.
Destination IP or Name:
Enter the IP address or name of the host computer in order to ping.
Setting: Opens the ping settings.
Start:

- Notes -

Start the ping test.

The default host name of the BHT is shown as a "Device name" in the control panel >
System > Device Name tab.
Change the default device name “BHTXXXX” to a different name in order to ping the BHT
from a remote device (such as a computer). If the default device name “BHTXXXX” is used,
the BHT will not respond to the ping command sent from a remote device.

 Ping Result
The ping results will be displayed in the “Result” section on the screen.
Count:
OK:
NG:
Timeout:
RTT Ave.(ms):

Number of echo requests sent
Number of echo replies
Number of errors occurred during the ping test
Number of echo request timeouts occurred during the ping test
Echo reply time

To view the list of results, select the List radio button.
Tap the Save button to save the results as files.
Tap the Clear button to clear the results.
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 Details of the Ping parameter
The settings menu is used to set up the ping command parameters.
Tap the Settings button in the ping menu to display the Ping settings
menu.
Tap the Default button to restore the default settings.

Value Range Default Value

Item
Data size [byte]

Data size of the echo request

1 to 2048

32

Interval [100ms]

Length of echo request intervals (in 100 ms units)

0 to 65535

10

Timeout [100ms]

Timeout period (in 100ms units) for the echo request. 0 to 65535

10

Type

Choose an echo request timing. (refer to the next Type1/Tpye2 Type2
page for details)

Count

Number of echo requests to send.

0* to 65535

4

* When zero (0) is set, the ”Count” is set to infinity.
If the specified value exceeds the value range, the closest value to the range will be automatically set as the
value.
If the “timeout” is set to the value exceeding the range when Type 1 is chosen, the value will be automatically
replaced by the value set as the “interval”.
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 Ping echo request transmission timing
Two types of echo request transmission timing are available: Type 1 and Type 2. (Default: Type 2)

Type1
Type 1 sets the interval for a definite period of time between ping echo requests regardless of the timeout
occurrence.
Set the interval time greater than or equal to the timeout time (Interval ≥Timeout), when Type 1 is chosen.
Ping echo request
Ping echo reply
Timeout time

Interval time
Ping echo request

Type2
Type 2 sets the interval after receiving the ping echo reply and after timeout occurs.
The interval time and timeout time do not affect each other in Type 2.
<When the ping echo reply is received>
Ping echo request
Ping echo reply
Interval time
Ping echo request
<When the timeout occurs>
Ping echo request
Timeout time
Timeout occurs
Interval time
Ping echo request
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6.8.6. Version
The Version tab menu is used to view the versions of the wireless LAN
driver.
Tap the Version tab in the WLAN Manager to view the versions.
Driver Version:

Version of the wireless LAN driver.

Firmware Version: Firmware version of the wireless LAN driver.
Region Code:
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Country code (Country name, organization name
for Standardization)

6.9. Bluetooth Manager
The Bluetooth Manager is a Bluetooth communication setup tool to connect the BHT
to other Bluetooth devices.
To open the Bluetooth Manager, double tap the “Bluetooth” icon in the System
Properties.
The Bluetooth Manager is displayed with a toolbar and status bar.

Tool Bar

The current battery power level.
Stop the current action
Refresh to update the displayed information.
(not available)
View the shortcut list.
View the remote device list

Bluetooth icon

View local services.
Set up the Bluetooth Manager.
View the Bluetooth Manager version.
Close the Bluetooth Manager main window.
Status Bar

Task status

Process bar

Remote device name

Task status:

The current task status of the Bluetooth Manager

Progress bar:

Indicates the progress of the task. (such as an
Inquiry)

Remote device name: Remote device name that the Bluetooth Manager
is currently connected to
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6.9.1. Device Inquiry
Tap the “Device inquiry” icon
in the tool bar to search for remote
Bluetooth devices.
The devices found are listed as device icons (such as a computer, laptop,
PDA, audio device) in the main window.
The same remote device list is displayed next time the Bluetooth
Manager is opened (to save time searching for the same devices).
.
To refresh the remote device list, tap the “Refresh” icon
(Note: The devices already paired with the BHT are displayed without
inquiry.)
If some device classes or names cannot be found, hold down the device
icon with the stylus to open the contextual menu.
Then select “Update” in the contextual menu to update the list.
To stop searching for remote devices, tap the “Stop” icon
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.

6.9.2. Device pairing
The following are three ways of pairing the BHT with a remote device.
1. Pairing with a remote device from the BHT (local device).
Step 1 Select a remote device from the remote device list.
Step 2 Then hold down the device icon with the stylus to open the contextual menu.
Step 3 Select “Pair” in the contextual menu to open the “Pair request W...” dialog.
Step 4 Enter the PIN code and tap the “OK” button to start pairing.
To cancel pairing, tap the “X” button.
2. Pairing with the BHT (local device) from a remote device without using the “Default Pin”.
A remote device is prompted to enter the PIN code when trying to pair with the BHT (local device).
Enter the PIN code set for the remote device.
(refer to “6.9.3 Properties and configuration” for the Default Pin)
3. Pairing with the BHT (local device) from a remote device with the “Default Pin”.
The PIN code prompt dialog will not be displayed.
The BHT is paired with a remote device automatically.
The following icons may appear during pairing.

Pairing failed.

− Note −

Pairing succeeded.
(Service is connected.)

Pairing succeeded.
(Service is not connected.)

The BHT (local device) may be displayed as an “Unknown” remote device
type in the remote device screen during pairing.
The Bluetooth communication will not be affected by the type “Unknown”.
To display the BHT device type correctly, perform a device inquiry from the
remote device to search for the BHT before pairing.
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6.9.3. Properties and configuration
The Bluetooth Manager provides the SPP (Serial Port), OPP (Object Push) and FTP (File Transfer) functions
as local services.

Tap the Service icon

in the tool bar to view the local services.

The local services are shown in the main window as specific icons with
specific names.
To activate a local service, double tap the icon or select “Start” in the
contextual menu shown by holding down the each icon with the stylus.

To deactivate a local service, double tap the icon or select “Stop” in the
contextual menu shown by holding down each icon with the stylus.
Local service icons:

The local service is not activated

The local service is activated

 SPP Profile
Configure the SPP profile to activate the SPP server function.
When the Auto Server COM Port in the Local device properties is not
checked, the pop-up dialog is displayed with all the available COM ports.
(refer to “6.9.4 Local device properties and configuration”.)
Select the COM Port to assign to the SPP server function.
The message shown on the left is displayed when the Serial Port server
function is activated

When the Auto Server COM Port in the Local device properties is
checked, the last used COM port is assigned to activate the SPP server
function.
If the COM port is not available, the error message shown on the left is
displayed.

To check the COM port assigned to the SPP server function, select
Properties in the contextual menu shown by holding down the Serial
Port icon with the stylus.
The pop-up dialog shown on the left is displayed.
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 FTP Profile
To activate the FTP Profile, double tap the File Transfer icon in the main
window, or select “Start” in the contextual menu shown by holding down
the File Transfer icon with the stylus.
To change the FTP server directory where the remote devices access,
select the “Properties” in the pop-up menu shown by holding down the
File Transfer icon with the stylus.
The pop-up window shown on the left is displayed.
Enter the new directory path, or tap the “Browse” button to select the new
directory.

 OPP Profile
To activate the OPP Profile, double tap the Object Push icon in the main
window, or select “Start” in the contextual menu shown by holding down
the Object Push icon with the stylus.
To change the directory where the files sent by a remote device are
saved,
select the “Properties” in the contextual menu shown by holding down the
Object Push icon with the stylus.
The pop-up dialog shown on the left is displayed.
Enter the new directory path, or tap the Browse button to select the new
directory.
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6.9.4. Local device properties and configuration
Tap the Setup icon
in the Bluetooth Manager, to open the local
device (BHT) properties.
This menu provides the following features.
- Viewing the local device properties (MAC address, device name, device type).
- Setting up the local device security.
- Setting up the Bluetooth Manager behavior. (the window size at startup, automatic com port allocation when
connecting to an SPP server.)

 General menu
The following local device properties are displayed in the General tab.
Name:

The local device name that is discoverable by remote
devices.

Address: MAC Address of the local device
Class:

The device class that specifies the device type of the local
device.

 Security menu
The Security tab menu is used to set up the local device security
requirements.
Authentification:
Set whether or not authorization (paring) is required for remote devices to
access the local device.
Let other devices discover:
Set whether or not remote devices discover the local device.
Default PIN:
Set whether or not to display the PIN code prompt dialog when remote
devices try to pair with the local device. Enter the PIN code when
checked.

 Option menu
The Options tab menu is used to set up how the Bluetooth Manager
works.
Start minimized:
Set whether or not to start the Bluetooth Manager with the minimized
window size.
Auto Client COM Port:
Set whether or not to automatically connect to the first available COM
port when connecting to the SPP client.
Auto Server COM Port:
Set whether or not to display the COM port selection prompt dialog when
starting up the SPP server function.
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6.9.5. Remote device services
 Remote device properties

To open the remote device properties, select “Properties” in the
contextual menu shown by holding down the remote device icon in the
main window.

The contents shown are the same as the property contents shown in the
remote device.

 Service Inquiry
To find available services in a remote device, double tap the remote
device icon.
The Bluetooth Manager starts to search for services in a remote device
(Inquiry progress is displayed in the status bar.).
All services found are displayed as icons (such as a “Serial Port”).
To stop inquiring to search the services, tap the Stop icon

.

To refresh the services displayed in the main window, tap the Refresh
icon

.
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 Serial Port service
To use the serial port service, double tap the Serial Port icon or select
“Connect” in the contextual menu shown by holding down the icon.

The COM port selection prompt dialog is displayed when the “Auto
Client COM Port” is not checked in the local device properties option tab
page. (Refer to “6.9.3. Properties and configuration)
The first available COM port automatically connected to the “Serial Port”
service, when the Auto Client COM Port is checked.

The message shown on the left is displayed when the connection is
successfully established.

The error message shown on the left is displayed when an error occurs.
The appearance of a serial port icon changes depending on the status of
the service as shown below.

Service is not connected.

Service is connected.

When the Serial Port service is connected, all applications can use the
Bluetooth virtual COM port.
To check the COM port settings, select the Properties in the contextual
menu shown by holding down the Serial Port icon.
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 File Transfer
To use the file transfer service, double tap the File Transfer icon or
select the “Connect” in the contextual menu shown by holding down the
icon.
The root directory that contains the shared folder of the remote device is
displayed in the list view when the connection is successfully established
with the remote device.
Double tap the folder icon to see inside of the folder.
To browse folders one level up from the current folder, tap the

icon.

To receive files from the remote device, double tap the folder icon or
choose “Get file” in the contextual menu shown by holding down the
folder icon.

The pop-up dialog shown on the right is displayed to show the transfer
progress.

To send files to the remote device, hold down blank space in the list
window.
The Add file menu pops up, then tap.

To delete files, select “Delete” in the contextual menu shown by holding
down the File Transfer icon.
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 Object Push
To use the object push service, double- tap the Object Push icon or
select Push file in the contextual menu shown by holding down the
icon.

The file selection dialog shown on the left is displayed,
then select the file to transfer.

To change the transfer speed, select “Properties” in the contextual menu
shown by holding down the Object Push icon.

The pop-up dialog shown on the left is displayed.
Check the box to set high-speed file transfer for object push.
Uncheck the box to set low speed file transfer for object push.
Transfer speed

Buffer size (KB)

Checked

High Speed

5000

Unchecked

Low Speed

64
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 HSP
The HSP (Headset Profile) is used to connect to the Bluetooth Headsets.
To use HSP service, double tap the “HSP” icon or select "Connect" in the
contextual menu shown by holding down the HSP icon.
The paring and connection status with the remote device is shown as
below.

HSP is not paired

HSP is paired

HSP is paired and connected

The connection status of the service is shown as below

Service is not connected

Service is connected

To change the headset profile, select “Properties” in the contextual menu
shown by holding down the HSP icon
The Properties pop-up dialog is displayed.
Use the slider to adjust the speaker and microphone volume levels.
Check the box to enable the power safe mode, uncheck the box to
disable.

 Remote device management
The error message shown on the left pops up when an unexpected
disconnection from the remote device occurs.
The unexpected disconnection may be caused by manual disconnection
from the remote device, connection drop or weak signals.
The Bluetooth Manager tries to reconnect to the remote device for 90
seconds after the disconnection occurs.
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 Service connection shortcuts
The service connection shortcut provides an easy connection to the
remote device.
To create a shortcut, select the “Create Shortcut” in the contextual menu
shown by holding down the service icon.

The message shown on the right is displayed when the shortcut is
successfully created.

The message shown on the left is displayed if the same service
connection shortcut already exists.

To display the service connection shortcuts list, tap the Shortcut icon
in the tool bar. The service name, device name and COM port
number are used in the shortcut names.

To connect to the remote device by using the shortcut, double tap the
icon or select “Connect” in the contextual menu shown by holding down
the shortcut icon.
The screen changes from the shortcut screen to the service screen
whether or not the connection is established.
The service connection status is displayed in both the service and
shortcut icons.
To disconnect the service, use the service icon contextual menu.
The shortcut icon does not provide the function to disconnect the
service.
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To delete the shortcuts, select “Delete” in the contextual menu shown by
holding down the shortcut icon.

The message dialog is displayed.
Tap Yes to proceed with deletion.
.

The message “Shortcut deleted” is displayed when the deletion is
completed.
The contents of the shortcut list are saved while the Bluetooth Manager is
running.

6.9.6. Version information
To find the Bluetooth Manager version and license information, tap
About icon

in the tool bar.

6.9.7. Exit the Bluetooth Manager
The Bluetooth Manager is still running in the background after the main
window is closed.
To display the Bluetooth Manager again or exit the Bluetooth Manager,
select “Show” or “Exit” in the contextual menu shown by holding down the
Bluetooth icon in the Windows task bar.
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6.10. Scanner Reading Parameters
The setup menu for the scanner reading parameters is launched from the System
Properties or the Test menu in the System menu.

use the settings:

Enables or disables the menu.
Default is unchecked (disabled).

Read Mode:

Sets the scanner reading mode.

Read Code:

Sets up the readable codes.

Data Edit:

Edits data read by the scanner.

OK button:

Exits the menu.
The new settings take effect after the OK button is
pressed, and are stored in the registry.

Cancel button:

Aborts the changes and exits the menu.

6.10.1. Read Mode
The Read Mode menu is used to set the scanner reading mode.
Select one from the following 4 modes.
Auto Off:

Auto-Off mode

Momentary:

Momentary switching mode

Alternate:

Alternate switching mode

Continuous:

Continuous reading mode

Trigger release: Trigger release mode
Beeper:

Activates the beeper and or vibrator when the
scanning is completed.

Auto-off mode
The illumination LED turns on when the trigger key is pressed, and turns off when the trigger key is released or
a code is read.
The illumination LED turns on continuously for a maximum of 5 seconds while the trigger key is pressed.
When the illumination LED turns off after 5 seconds has elapsed, press the trigger key again.
The BHT reads a code while the illumination LED is turned on.
When a first code is read successfully or the code device file is closed, the BHT no longer reads a code.
In order to read the next code, read out the scanned data from the code buffer then press the trigger key again.

Momentary switching mode:
Only while the trigger key is held down, the illumination LED turns on and the BHT can read a code.
The illumination LED does not turn back on by pressing the trigger key thus, the BHT does not read the next
code, unless the scanned data is read out from the barcode buffer.
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Alternate switching mode:
The illumination LED turns on when the trigger key is pressed, and does not turn off until the code device file is
closed or the trigger key is pressed again.
The illumination LED turns ON and OFF alternately by pressing the trigger key.
The BHT reads a code while the illumination LED is turned on, but does not read a next code until the scanned
data is read out from the code buffer.

Continuous reading mode:
The illumination LED turns on regardless of the trigger key, and turns off when the code device file is closed.
The BHT reads a code while the illumination LED is turned on, but does not read a next code until the scanned
data is read out from the code buffer.

Trigger release mode:
The aimer* illuminates when the trigger key is pressed. When the trigger key is released, the illumination LED
turns on and the BHT starts reading a code. The BHT goes into standby state when a code is read or after the
reading time has elapsed. Aiming restarts when the trigger key is pressed again.
This mode is used to read a specific code in an area where codes are closely spaced.
* The marker functions as an aimer for the BHT equipped with the marker.
The illumination LED functions as an aimer for the BHT not equipped with the marker
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6.10.2. Read Code
The Read Code menu is used to set up the readable codes and parameters.
The codes grayed out are not available.
The parameter for each code is displayed when a check box is checked.

BHT-1400B

BHT-1400Q

 EAN/UPC (EAN-13/UPC-A, EAN-8, UPC-E)
The parameter shown on the left is displayed when “EAN/UPC” is
checked in the Read Code menu.
Code:

Enables the code reading.

+AddOn: Enables the add-on code reading.
For the BHT-1400B, the readable add-on codes can be
selected by checking a radio button listed below.
Readable codes
No add-on

With 2 digit add-on

With 5 digit add-on

all (w&w.out)

√

√

√

W AddOn 2 & 5

–

√

√

W AddOn 2

–

√

–

W AddOn 5

–

–

√
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 CODE39, CODABAR, ITF, STF
The parameter screen shown on the left is displayed when “CODE39”,
“CODABAR”, “ITF” or “STF” is checked in the Read Code menu.
Code:

Enables the code reading.
Specify the minimum and maximum numbers of digits to
be read, if the code is enabled. The codes within the
specified range are read.

Check Digit:

Enables reading of only codes with check digit.

 CODE93, CODE128
The parameter shown on the left is displayed when “CODE93” or
“CODE128” is checked in the Read Code menu.
Code:

Enables the code reading.
Specify the minimum and maximum numbers of digits to
be read, if the code is enabled. The codes within the
specified range are read.

 MSI
The parameter screen shown on the left is displayed when “MSI” is
checked in the Read Code menu.
Code:

Enables the code reading.
Specify the minimum and maximum numbers of digits to
be read, if the code is enabled. The codes within the
specified range are read.

Check Digit:

Select the radio button “Single” or “Double”.
“Single” uses a one-digit character for the check digit.
“Double” uses two-digit characters for the check digit.
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 RSS (RSS-14, RSS Limited, RSS Expanded)
The parameter shown on the left is displayed when “RSS” is checked in
the Read Code menu.
Tap each tab, to set up the parameters for RSS-14, RSS Limited or RSS
Expanded.
Code:

Enables the code reading.

Stacked:

Enables the stacked code reading.
(Only for RSS-14 and RSS Expanded)

 EAN UCC Composite, PDF (PDF417, Micro PDF417), MAXI
The parameter shown on the left is displayed when “Composite” or
“MAXI” is checked in the Read Code menu.
Code:

Enables the code reading.
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 QR (Model1, Model2, MicroQR, SQRC), iQR
The parameter screen shown on the left is displayed when “QR” or “iQR”
is checked in the Read Code menu.
Code:

Enables the code reading.
Specify the minimum and maximum versions to be read if
the code is enabled. The codes within the specified range
are read.

The screen shown on the left is displayed when the Split tab is tapped.
Split:

Enables the split QR codes reading.
Select a radio button from the following three choices to set
up how the split QR codes are handled.

EDIT:

The scanned data is accumulated and edited before
sending out. (The split SQRC codes cannot be read.)

BATCH:

The scanned data is reconstructed as a single QR code
and sent out when all split codes divided from a single QR
code are read at once. (Only for QR codes).

NONE:

The scanned data is sent out each time when a single split
QR code is read.

The screen shown on the left is displayed when the “SQRC” tab is
tapped.
Code:

Enables the SQRC code reading.
Specify the minimum and maximum versions to be read,
if the code is enabled.
The codes within the specified range are read.

Encryption Key Mismatch:
Select the radio button to determine how the BHT reads the
SQRC codes when the encryption key does not match.
NONE :
SQRC code is not read.
PUBLIC DATA ONLY : Reads only the SQRC code public data.

 Data Matrix (Square, Rectangle)
The parameter screen shown on the right is displayed when “Data Matrix”
is checked in the Read Code menu.
Code:

Enables the code reading.
Specify the minimum and maximum versions to be read if
the code is enabled. The codes within the specified range
are read.
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6.10.3. Data Edit
The Data Edit menu is used to set up the parameters for each code to edit the scanned data.
Tap each button to open the parameters.

BHT-1400B

BHT-1400Q

 EAN/UPC
The screens shown below are displayed when the EAN/UPC button is tapped in the Data Edit menu.

Check Digit:
Adds the check digit to the code data if checked.
Delete Lead-0:
Deletes a leading '0' from the UPC-A data if checked.
Convert to UPC-A:
Converts a UPC-E code to the UPC-A code if checked.

 CODE 39
The screen shown on the left is displayed when the CODE 39 button is
tapped in the Data Edit menu.
Check Digit:

Adds the check digit to the CODE39 data if
checked.

Start/Stop Character: Adds start/stop characters to the CODE39 data
if checked.
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 CODABAR
The screen shown on the left is displayed when the CODABAR button is
tapped in the Data Edit menu.
Check Digit:

Adds the check digit to the CODABAR data if
checked.

Start/Stop Character: Adds start/stop characters to the CODABAR
data if checked.
To Caps:

Converts start/stop characters to uppercase
characters if checked.

 ITF
The screen shown on the left is displayed when the ITF button is tapped
in the Data Edit menu.
Check Digit:

Adds the check digit to the ITF data if checked.

 STF
The screen shown on the left is displayed when the STF button is tapped
in the Data Edit menu.
Check Digit:

Adds the check digit to the STF data if checked.

 SQRC
The screen shown on the right is displayed when the “SQRC” button is
double tapped in the Data Edit menu.
Output Data:
Public and Private:
Private:
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Select the radio button to determine the output
data type.
Outputs both the public data and private data.
Outputs only the private data.

6.11. Test Menu
The Test menu is used to perform the following hardware tests for the
BHT. To open the Test menu, tap “4:Test” in the System Menu.
1:SCANNER:

Performs a barcode scanning test.

2: BEEPER:

Performs a beeper scale test.

3: AGING:

Performs an aging test.

4: COM:

Performs a communication test.

5: DISPLAY:

Performs an LCD and indicator LED test.

6: KEY VIBRATION: Performs a key entry and vibrator test.
− Note − Contact your sales dealer if an error occurs during the above
tests.

6.11.1. Code Scanning Test
Tap the 1: SCANNER button in the Test menu to perform a code scanning test. The screen shown below is
displayed. Then scan an actual code with the BHT, and confirm that the scanned data matches with the data
shown on the screen.
Code Mark (TYPE1)
Code Mark (TYPE1)
Code Mark (TYPE2)
Code Mark (TYPE2)
Number of digits
Number of digits
Scanned data
Scanned data

Read Parameter button:
Opens the scanner
reading parameter
menu. (refer to ".6.10
Scanner Reading
Parameters".)
BHT-1400B

BHT-1400Q

When a code is scanned, the LED indicator illuminates in blue, and the beeper sounds once.
The scanned code type, number of digits and scanned data are displayed in the screen.
The code type and number of digits are displayed in the order shown below.
Code Mark TYPE1 ( Code Mark TYPE2 ) number of digits
The scanned codes are displayed as characters.
The characters displayed on the screen vary depending on the code types as shown in the Code mark list.
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QR code and iQR code can be divided up to 16 codes from a single code. The multiple codes
divided are called split codes. The split codes are reconstructed as a single code when all split
codes are read.
The beeper sounds differently when the split codes are read.
The beeper sounds twice when the first split code is read, then the BHT goes into the split
code reading mode. For the second and subsequent readings, the beeper sounds once every
time the split code is read.
The read data is displayed all at once as a complete code when all split codes are read.
During the split code reading, if a non-split QR or iQR code is read, the trigger key is released,
or a next split code is not read within 5 seconds;
- a non-split code just read is displayed on the screen, then
- the split code reading mode is cancelled, and
- the split codes already read are discarded.
The split codes can be read in random order.
The same split code will not be read twice.
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Code mark list
Code type

1400B

1400Q

No add-on

√

2-digit add-on

Code mark
Type1

Type2 *

√

A

]E0

√

√

A

]E3

5-digit add-on

√

√

A

]E3

No add-on

√

√

A

]X0

2-digit add-on

√

√

A

]X3

5-digit add-on

√

√

A

]X3

No add-on

√

√

B

]E4

2-digit add-on

√

√

B

]E5

5-digit add-on

√

√

B

]E6

No add-on

√

√

C

]X0

2-digit add-on

√

√

C

]X3

5-digit add-on

√

√

C

]X3

√

√

I

]Im

Short

√

√

H

]R0

Normal

√

√

H

]S0

Codabar (NW7)

√

√

N

]Fm

Code 39

√

√

M

]Am

Code 93

√

√

L

]G0

Code 128

√

√

K

]Cm

GS1-128 (EAN-128)

√

√

W

]C1

GS1 DataBar (RSS)

√

√

R

]e0

MSI

√

–

M

]M1

QR

–

√

Q

]Qm

QR (Split in non-edit mode)

–

√

S

S

Micro QR

–

√

Q

Q

**

SQRC

–

√

Q

Q

**

iQR

–

√

G

]Qm

iQR (Split in non-edit mode)

–

√

S

S

PDF417

–

√

Y

]L0

MaxiCode

–

√

X

]Um

Data Matrix

–

√

Z

]dm

EAN-13
(JAN-13)

UPC-A

EAN-8
(JAN-8)

UPC-E

Interleaved 2of5 (ITF)
Standard 2of5 (STF)

–: not supported

√: Supported

*

Code mark Type2 is a code mark system that complies with “Guidelines on Symbology Identifiers” of AIM USA.
The last character “m” varies depending on the data format of the barcode system, as shown in the table on the
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next page.

Example) ]I1

]: Flag Character (ASCII 93)
I: Code Character (ITF)
1: Modifier Character (see the table below)
The code mark is “]I1” if the ITF code is set to add the C/D (Check digits) when scanned.

**

For code types not compliant with the AIM USA "Guidelines on Symbology Identifiers," the characters are the
same as the code mark Type 1.

Code type
Interleaved 2of5 (ITF)

Code 39

Codabar（NW-7）
Code 128

QR code

iQRcode

MaxiCode

Modifer
Character

Description

0

Read without C/D

1

Read with C/D

0

Read without C/D

1

Read with C/D

0

Read without C/D

1

Read with C/D

0

No FNC1 is in the first and second character positions after the
start code.

2

FNC1 is in the second character position after the start code.

0

Model 1

1

Model 2

3

Model 2
FNC1 is in the first character position after the start code.

A

No FNC1 is in the first character position after the start code.

C

FNC1 is in the first character position after the start code.

0

mode4, mode5

1

mode2, mode3

1

ECC-200

2

ECC-200
FNC1 is in the first or fifth character position after the start code

3

ECC-200
FNC1 is in the second or sixth character position after the start
code

Data Matrix

C/D: Check digits
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6.11.2. Beeper Scale Test
Tap the 2:BEEPER button in the Test menu to perform the beeper scale
test. The screen shown on the right is displayed, and the beeper sounds
two octave major scales shown as below.
The BHT automatically returns to the HardTest menu after two octave
major scales are played.
Scale

Frequency (Hz)

do

1046

2093

4186

re

1174

2349

−

mi

1318

2637

−

fa

1396

2793

−

sol

1567

3135

−

la

1760

3520

−

ti

1975

3951

−

6.11.3. Aging Test
Tap the 3:AGING button in the Test menu to perform the aging test.
The current date and time are displayed during the aging test.
(This test is intended for pre-shipment inspection at the factory)

− Note −

The automatic power-off function is disabled during the
aging test.
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6.11.4. Communication Test
Tap the 4:COM button in the Test menu to perform the communication
test for the USB interface port.

1:USB:

Performs the USB interface test.

Tap the 1:USB button in the COM menu to start the USB interface test.
The BHT starts connecting to the host computer using
ActiveSync/WMDC.
The pop-up dialog on the left is displayed during connection.
Tap the Hide button to close the dialog or the Cancel button to cancel the
test.

If the ActiveSync/WMDC connection is established…
If the ActiveSync/WMDC connection is established, the "Network Begin"
message sounds and the ActiveSync/WMDC icon is displayed in the task
bar (red circle shown on the right).

If the ActiveSync/WMDC connection fails…
If the ActiveSync/WMDC connection fails, the ActiveSync icon is not displayed in the task bar.
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6.11.5. LCD and LED Indicator Test
Tap the 5:DISPLAY button in the Test menu to perform the LCD and
LED indicator test.
The test pattern on the left is displayed, and the LED indicator illuminates
in blue.
Press the ENT key to proceed to the next test pattern.
Press the BS key to return to the previous test pattern.
For the second and subsequent screens, the color changes in the order
as shown below. (black, dark gray, gray, light gray, white, red (red LED),
green (green LED), blue (blue LED), blue with yellow outlines.
.
While the red, green or blue screen is displayed, the LED indicator
illuminates in the same color (red, green or blue) displayed on the
screen.

Press the ENT key to return to the Test menu.
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6.11.6. Key Entry and Vibrator test
Tap the 6:KEY VIBRATION button in the Test menu to perform a key entry and vibrator test.
The screen shown on the upper left is displayed and the BHT waits for a key entry.
Any key pressed is displayed on the screen and stays displayed until all keys are pressed.
The vibrator works when the SCAN key is pressed.
When the screen displays all keys as shown on the lower left, the BHT automatically finishes the test and
returns to the HardTest menu.
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6.12. Application Launcher
The Application Launcher is an application guard tool that is used to restrict the use of applications for the BHT
end users. The end users are allowed to use specific applications determined by the administrator.
The Application Launcher also restricts Windows desktop operation to prevent the end users from using
non-listed applications or changing any configuration in order to ensure smooth BHT operation.

6.12.1. Main menu
The Application Launcher provides the following functions.
(1) User mode
(2) Admin mode
(3) Adding applications to both modes
(4) Settings

The Application Launcher runs in two modes; user and administrator mode. The user mode is the default.
In user mode, users have limited access to applications, and the Application Launcher window cannot be
minimized or closed, change menus or configurations.
The Application Launcher monitors all application activities in the user mode, and stops any non-listed
application from starting up.
The administrator mode allows full control of the Application Launcher.
When switching to administrator mode, the Application Launcher prompts for the administrator password.

User mode

Administrator mode
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6.12.2. Initial setup
 Enabling the Application Launcher
The Application Launcher must be enabled in the System Settings Menu.
To enable the Application Launcher, follow the steps below.
Enabling takes effect at reset or full-reset.
Step 1 Open the System Properties by tapping 3:System Properties
in the System Menu.
Step 2 Tap the Startup Config icon in the System Properties.
Step 3 Tap the Password tab to display the screen shown on the left.
Step 4 Check the “Enable Application Launcher” check box.

 Settings for the Application Launcher
Tap the Settings button to set up the Application Launcher.
The values set in the Settings menu are saved in the \Flash\system\CeAdmin.ini (the file is not a registry file).
A setup file created in the host computer or the other BHT can be copied to the CeAdmin.ini file instead of using
the Settings menu.
Reset or full reset is required after the initial setup.
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6.12.3. User mode
The Application Launcher automatically starts up in the user mode. In the user mode, only the listed
applications determined by the administrator can be used.
The task bar is not displayed when the administrator sets the task bar to “Hide” in the “Settings” menu (screen
shown on the left below). The end users do not have access to the Start Menu and icons (such as the battery
capacity, wireless LAN, SIP (Software Input Panel)) when the task bar is not displayed.
The task bar is displayed when set to “Show” by the administrator.
The end users have access to the Start Menu and icons when the task bar is displayed.
However if the end user starts up any non-listed application from the Start Menu, the Application Launcher
shuts them down immediately.
Refer to “Settings” section for how to set the task bar to “Hide” or “Show”.

Application list

Numbers to run start
each application

Task bar is not displayed

Task bar is displayed

The listed applications can be started up by simply double tapping the application displayed on the list with a
stylus. The up/down arrow keys can also be used to select applications.
The Application Launcher displays an icon if the application icon is registered, and displays a “?” icon if not
registered. If an application already running is started up again, the same application pops up in front of the
screen instead of starting up the same application.
Applications can be added to the list without being shown in the list if the applications run in the background
(such as ActiveSync/WMDC).
The Admin Login button is used to enter administrator mode.
When the button is tapped, the Application Launcher prompts for the password.

If the password is incorrect, the pop-up message shown below is displayed.
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6.12.4. Administrator mode

[1]

[3]

[5]

In administrator mode, the administrator has full control of all
applications.
The taskbar is displayed regardless of the taskbar settings in the
Application Launcher Settings menu, however Windows CE taskbar
settings override this administrator mode function.
The taskbar is not displayed when “Auto Hide” is set in the Windows
“Taskbar and Start menu” (Start>Settings>Taskbar and Start>General
menu).

The administrator mode provides the following functions.

[2]

[4]

[6]

[1] Hide

Minimizes the application so as to access to other applications.

[2] Log out

Returns to the user mode.

[3] Start Trace

Traces non-listed applications.
Used to obtain non-listed application full paths or open the “Add to List” menu.

[4] Add to List

Adds the traced applications to the user or admin list.

[5] Settings

Changes password, font size and other options.

[6] Exit

Shuts down the Application Launcher.
The message below is displayed. Tap Yes to exit.
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6.12.5. Tracing (Start/Stop Trace)
The Start Trace button is used for the administrator to find non-listed application full paths and to add to the
application list.
An application full path is displayed when a non-listed application is started up during the trace mode, then a
pop-up dialog is displayed to prompt to save the path.
A list of all saved application paths is displayed when the trace mode is stopped.
The listed application can be added to the user or admin list.

For example, to add Windows Explorer to the user list, follow the steps
below.

Step 1 Tap the Start Trace button.
The pop-up dialog shown on the left is displayed.

Step 2 Tap the Yes button to start trace mode.
The Start Trace button text changes to Stop Trace.
The Stop Trace button is used to stop trace mode.

Step 3 Tap the Start menu, and then select Windows Explorer from the
Programs folder.
The message dialog that shows Windows Explorer full path is displayed
when the Application Launcher detects that Windows Explorer has been
started. The message is displayed when the detected application is not
listed in the user mode or traced for the first time.

Step 4 Tap the Yes button to add Windows Explorer to the trace results
list.
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Step 5 Tap the Stop Trace button to stop trace mode.
The pop-up message dialog that shows Windows Explorer full path is
displayed.

Step 6 Tap the Add to List button to add Windows Explorer to the user
list.
The Add to List screen is displayed.
Refer to “6.12.6 Adding applications (Add to List)” for how to add
applications to the user or admin list.

If the Log out button is pressed during the trace mode, the message
dialog shown on the left is displayed.
Always stop the trace mode with the Stop Trace button before logging
out from the admin mode.
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6.12.6. Adding applications (Add to List)
To add applications to the user or admin list,
- Press the Add to List button in the trace mode, or
- Press the Add to List button in the admin mode.
The screen on the left is displayed, and then follow the steps below.
Step 1 Select the User App List or Admin App list radio button
whichever applications are added to.
User App List: Application list for the user mode.
Admin App List: Application list for the admin mode.
The selected application list (user or admin) is shown on the screen
above.
The application list order can be changed by using the “Up/Down” button
next to the list.
Step 2 Select an application to be added from the trace results list
shown on the bottom screen, then tap the Up button next to the
“Trace Results” text.

The selected application is added to the list.
Up button:
Adds the selected application to the list.
Down button: Removes the selected application from the list.
[…] button:
Opens File select dialog.
An application can also be selected from the dialog regardless of the
trace results.
The message dialog shown on the left is displayed if the selected
application already exists in the list.
Tap No not to add the same application to the list.
Tap Yes to add the same application to the list.
If the same application is added, two of the same application will be
displayed in the list.
Step 3 Select the OK button to add the application to the application
list.
OK button: Saves the changes to the ini-file.
Cancel button: Discards any change in the menu. (No change)

Step 4 The application name, font and full path can be changed.
To change, tap the application in the list.
The pop-up window shown on the left is displayed.
Name: Enter the new application name
Path:

Enter the new application path

Font:

Check the box to change the font, and then select the font
from the pull-down list. The font can be changed for each
application in order to support multi-language and so on.
If the box is not checked, the font set in the Settings menu is
used to display application names.

Run at startup: Launch the checked application(s) when application
launcher starts
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6.12.7. Settings
The Settings menu is used to change the password, font size and other options.
The settings are saved to the ini-file when the OK button is pressed.

Password:

Administrator password (Default: no password)

Taskbar:

Taskbar Hide or Show in the user mode (Default: Show)

Enable 10-key: When checked, the applications start up by pressing the
numeric key corresponding to the number displayed in
the list. Default is unchecked.
Keystroke time interval:
Time intervals between each keystroke determine the
application number. (Default: 2 seconds)
The specified time interval takes effect when the menu
has over 10 applications. If there are more than 10
applications in the list, the application numbers are
displayed as two digits numbers.
For example, when the both application number “01” and
“10” exist, the “01” application starts up if the “0” key is
not pressed within 2 seconds after the “1” key is pressed.

Menu Font/Size: The list is displayed with the selected font and size.
(Default: Tahoma, 12pt)
Size:

1 to 72pt

W/QVGA: W/QVGA mode font size: 1 to 72pt, Default:12 pt
W/VGA:

W/VGA mode font size : 1 to 72pt, Default:22 pt

HVGA:

HVGA mode font size

Default:

Restores the font and size to default.

: 1 to 72pt, Default:15 pt

Refer to “Value List” in the section “6.12.8 Configuration file
(CeAdmin.ini)” section for each value range of the settings.
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6.12.8. Configuration file (CeAdmin.ini)
The configuration file called CeAdmin.ini is created in the \Flash\System folder of the BHT when the Application
Launcher is opened and closed for the first time.
The file is not a registry file and does not exist at default.
\Flash\system\CeAdmin.ini

The Application Launcher reads the file when started up.
The settings changed in the “Settings” menu is also saved in the file.

To specify an argument to an application, enclose an application and argument in double quotes with a space
between the two quoted characters.
An application can be run by specifying the file linked to the application.
The sample configuration file:
Lines start with the semicolon character (‘;’) are treated as remarks.
[Common]
;enter password
pwd=mypassword
;value 0 -> hide, 1-> show
taskbar=0
[Applications]
;enter path and friendly name for each application
;friendly is optional and is only used if the application should be included in the list
;use | as separator
; *** APP1 ***
\program files\Application | Application1
; *** APP2 ***
"\program files\Application" "argument-list" | Application1 ; Argument
; *** APP3 ***
\Flash\RDP1setting.rdp | RDP1
; Remote Desktop setting
; *** ActiveSync / WMDC ***
\windows\rnaapp.exe
; *** CAB files ***
\windows\wceload.exe

- Note -

This configuration file can be copied to other BHTs, and work the same.
Copying the device lock function configuration file (Setup.ini) together with the
configuration file (CeAdmin.ini) is recommended when using the device lock function.
Refer to “6.4.11 Startup Config” for details of the device lock function.

- Note -

When the application name, full-path or password includes Unicode fonts, this
configuration file is created with Unicode. In this case, use the Unicode compatible
software to edit the configuration file in the host computer.
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Value List
Parameter

GUI screen

Value

Common

Application Launcher function settings

Pwd

Password

Enter the administrator password
Maximum 255 characters.
Default: “”(blank), No password

Taskbar

Taskbar

Use this parameter to show or hide the taskbar.
0: Hide, 1: Show (Default)

TenKey

Enable 10-key

0: Disabled (Default), 1: enabled

TenKeyInterval

Keystroke
interval

MenuFontName

Menu Font

BHT font
Default:””(blank), Tahoma

MenuFontSizeQvga
MenuFontSizeHvga
MenuFontSizeVga
MenuFontSizeWqvga
MenuFontSizeWvga

QVGA
HVGA
VGA

1 to 72pt.
A value exceeding maximum size is set to 72pt.

Applications

time 1 to 5 seconds, Default: 2 seconds

WQVGA
WVGA

Application information allowed in the user mode.

Path | Name | Font

’|’: Separation character.
Enter “|” after each application path as a separation.
Name and font can be omitted.

Path

Path

Maximum 255 characters.
Enter full path of an application.
(ex.) “\path\app.exe”

Name

Name

Maximum 255 characters.
An application name entered can be selected from
the application list.
When the apostrophe ("") is entered, an application
will not be displayed in the application list and cannot
be selected from the list.*

Font

Font

BHT font
When the check box is checked, an application name
is displayed in a selected font.
When unchecked, the font set in the “Settings” menu
is used to display an application name.

AdminApplications

Application information allowed in the admin mode.

Parameters are the same as “Applications” in the user mode.
*The apostrophe ("") is used for applications that are not necessary to display (not run manually) or not allowed
to display, such as an ActiveSync/WMDC auto-execute application or CAB install application.
Example:
\windows\rnaapp.exe ‘ ActiveSync/WMDC autoconnect
\windows\wceload.exe
‘ Install CAB files
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 Error message list
Message

Problem

Solution

User mode
Failed to start application.
Contact your administrator.

The listed application could not Replace the ini file with the correct file.
be found.
(Correct the application path.)

Wrong password!

Password is incorrect.

Enter the correct password.

Failed to write the ini file.

Failed to write the ini file.

Delete the ini file then restart the
Application Launcher, and then
reconfigure the application settings.

Passwords do not match.
Please retype identical
passwords in both boxes.

Password entered is incorrect.

Enter the identical password.

Administrator mode
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6.13. Cloning
6.13.1. Feature
Cloning is used to create (duplicate) an exact copy of an existing BHT by copying the BHT data listed below
from a BHT (Master) to another (Slave).

Master
Clone Source BHT

Slave
Destination BHT

Data to be copied

Description

OS

Update OS if the OS version does not match.

RAM

Copy data (i,e. Files) stored in the RAM.

Setting (Registry)

Copy the configuration data(Registry).
The device dependent registries such as an IP address, device name are required to be set
after cloning.

Flash

Copy data stored in the Flash.
Files in the BHT to be cloned will be deleted.
Refer to “6.13.3 Master BHT setup”.

SD

Copy data stored in the SD card.
“SD data copy” and “Deletion of an existing SD data before cloning” are optional.
Refer to “6.13.3 Master BHT setup”.
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6.13.2. Clone menu
Double tap the Clone icon on the desktop or in the System Properties.
The main menu shown on the left is displayed.
Tap 1:Clone Master to set up the master BHT.
Tap 2:Clone Slave to set up the slave BHT.
History: Cloning history as a slave is displayed,

Main menu

Clone ID

Clone ID of the master BHT.

Color

Color of the master BHT.

Date Time

Date and time of cloning.

- Note -

Close all other applications before cloning.
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6.13.3. Master BHT setup
Follow the steps below to set up the master BHT.
Step 1 Select 1:Clone Master in the main menu.
The menu shown on the left is displayed.
Step 2 Select the SSID and channel combination from the pull-down
list to communicate with the slave BHT using a wireless Ad hoc
connection.
Selectable network combinations are SSID1(1ch), SSID2(4ch),
SSID3(7ch) and SSID4(11ch).
Set the same combination with the slave BHT.
Master BHT setup menu
- Note -

Cloning time (communication speed) and the number of
simultaneous cloning differs depending on wireless radio
wave environment.
Retry cloning in places where no radio wave interference
exists if unable to establish connection with a slave BHT.

Step 3 Tap the OPTION button.
The option menu shown on the left is displayed.
Tap the OK button in the upper-right corner of the screen to
close the menu.

Option 画面

Option

Description

Value

Defualt

Clone ID

Enter a clone ID.

1 to 15 ASCII characters

1

Color

Select a color for this clone.
Grouping the clones by color
helps to identify the master
BHT.

White, green, yellow,
red, blue, magenta
(violet-red), cyan (light
blue), orange, purple

Green
(Green)

Delete
folders/files
in Flash

Choose whether or not delete
folders and files in the slave
BHT Flash memory before
copying.

Checked: Delete
Unchecked: Not delete

Checked
(The
checkbox
must
always be
checked)

SD Card
Copy

Choose whether or not copy
data in the SD card.

Checked: Copy
Unchecked: Not copy

Unchecked

Delete
folders/files
in SD card

Choose whether or not delete
folders and files in the slave
BHT SD card.

Checked: Delete
Unchecked: Not delete

Checked

IP adress

Choose whether or not copy
an IP address (WLAN/LAN).

Checked: Copy
Unchecked: Not copy

Checked

Device name

Choose whether or not copy
the device name (BHTXXXX).

Checked: Copy
Unchecked: Not copy

Checked

- Note -

The above clone settings will be saved in the configuration file
BHTClone.ini. See “6.13.7 Configuration file（BHTClone.ini）” for details.
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Step 4 Confirm the latest slave history by tapping the History button in
the main menu, as necessary.
The maximum of 100 cloning histories are displayed.
Select any of the histories displayed then press the ENT key to view the
details of the history.
Delete Log : Delete the log selected.
Detail:
View the details of the history selected.

Log details
Clone ID

Clone ID of the master BHT

Color

Color of the master BHT

Status

Cloning result

Date Time

Cloning date and time

Master Serial

Device number of the master BHT

Slave Serial

Device number of the slave BHT

Network

Network combination when cloning

- Note -

The cloning result files are stored in the Flash\CloneLog folder of
the master BHT, and can be copied to a host computer for
accumulation..
Example:

$Clone___4963105690300611_20150219_172632.txt
↑ Cloning date and time
Serial number of the slave BHT

Step 5 Tap the Send button in the main menu to start cloning.
Refer to “6.13.5 Cloning flowchart” for the detailed process of
cloning.

Screen of the master BHT
The screen on the left is displayed when cloning is completed
successfully.
Tap the Next Clone button to continue cloning.
Tap the Finish button to close the tool.
The option configuration set previously is reusable for next cloning.
Time to configure cloning data can be reduced by reusing the
configuration.
Tap the Yes button to reuse the previous configuration.
Tap the No button not to reuse the previous configuration.
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6.13.4. Slave BHT setup
Follow the steps below to set up the slave BHT.
Step 1 Select 2:Clone Slave in the main menu.
The menu shown on the left is displayed.
Step 2 Select the SSID and channel combination from the pull-down
list to communicate with the master BHT using a wireless Ad
hoc connection.
Selectable network combinations are SSID1(1ch), SSID2(4ch),
SSID3(7ch) and SSID4(11ch).
Set the same combination with the master BHT.
Cloning time (communication speed) and the number of
simultaneous cloning differs depending on wireless
radio wave environment.
Retry cloning in places where no radio wave
interference exists if unable to establish connection with
a master BHT.

- Note -

Confirm the latest slave histry by tapping the History button, as
necessary.
Clone ID

Clone ID of the master BHT

Color

Color of the master BHT

Status

Cloning result

Date Time

Cloning result

Master Serial

Device number of the master BHT

Slave Serial

Device number of the slave BHT

Network

Network combination when cloning

Step 3 Tap the Recieve button in the main menu to start cloning.
Refer to “6.13.5 Cloning flowchart” for the detailed process of
cloning.
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6.13.5. Cloning flowchart
The following flowchart roughly illustrates cloning process.
Some process are skipped depending on the option settings.
Master BHT

Slave BHT

Start

Start

Create RAM / Registry file

Create configuration for
cloning

Status

Wireless Adhoc connection

Check the device information

Download the RAM/Registry
file

Create the Flash files

Download the Flash files

Create the SD files

Download the SD files

Create the OS file

Download the OS file
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Wait for the slave to be updated

Update OS and perform a
cold boot

Disconnect the Adhoc connection

Set up language

Wait for the slave to be updated

Perform a cold boot and
update RAM / Registry

Update the SD card files

Update the Flash files

Wireless Adhoc connection

Send cloning log

Recieves cloning log

Finish or continue to clone
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Finish

6.13.6. Discontinuing cloning
Tap the X button to discontinue cloning.
The status of the master and slave BHTs vary depending on how cloning
is discontinued.
See the table below for details.

How discontinued cloning

What will happen to the master

Power ON/OFF
(Suspend, resume)

Cloning cannot be continued.
An error will occur after the power is turned on again (resume).
Tap the X button to close the clone menu when an error occurs.

Tapping the X button

BHT will return to the status before
cloning.

Reset

The status of the BHT depens on
the cloning process when
discontinued.
BHT does not return to the status
before cloning.*1

Full reset

- Note -

What will happen to the slave

The status of the BHT depens on
the cloning process when
discontinued.
BHT does not return to the status
before cloning.

*1: Backing up the master BHT data with BHTBackup.exe before cloning is
recommended.
Refer to “6.4.10 BHT Backup” for details.
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6.13.7. Configuration file（BHTClone.ini）
The cloning configuration of the master BHT is saved as a configuration file “BHTClone.ini”.
The file does not exist at default and is created when the clone menu is opened and closed for the first time.
(The file is not a registry.)
\Flash\system\BHTClone.ini
The file is referred when the clone menu in the master BHT is opened.
Any configuration changes in the Option menu will take effect on the configuration file.
Cloning configuration file sample:
[Master]
ID=Clone1
Color=1
CopyOs=1
DelFlash=1
CopySd=0
DelSd=1
CopyIpAddress=1
CopyDeviceName=1

The configuration file can be reused.
Other BHTs that the same configuration file is copied will work the same.

-Note-

Parameter list
Section

Parameter

Description

Value

Master

ID

Clone ID

1 to 15 ASCII characters

Color

Color of the master BHT

0

White

1

Green

2

Yellow

3

Red

4

Blue

5

magenta (violet-red)

6

cyan (light blue)

7

orange

8

purple

DelFlash

Delete folders and files in the slave
BHT Flash memory before coping.

0 :Delet, 1 :Not delet

CopySd

Copy data in the SD card.

0 : Not Copy, 1 :Copy

DeloSd

Delete folders and files in the slave
BHT SD card before coping.

0 : Not Copy, 1 :Copy

CopyIpAddress

Copy the IP address

0 : Not Copy, 1 :Copy

CopyDeviceName

Copy the device name (BHTXXXX).

0 : Not Copy, 1 :Copy
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6.13.8. Cloning log
Cloning log will be sent from the slave BHT to the master BHT when cloning.
The log sent are saved in the Flash\CloneLog folder of the master BHT.
The log file name includes a device number, log creation date (year/month/day) and time
(hours/minutes/seconds).

Cloning log sample:
ID:Clone1
Color:Green
Status:Success
StartTime:2015/05/20 07:28:36
EndTime:2015/05/12 22:23:46
MasterSerial:4963105850400556
SlaveSerial:4963105850400551
Network:SSID1(ch1)
RTC:Done
OS:Done
Ram:Done
Registry:Done
Flash:Done
SdCard:Not done
IpAddress:Done
DeviceName:Done
ID-IP:Not done

Log contents:
Key

Description

ID

Master cloneID

Color

Color of the master BHT

Status

Cloning result

StartTime

Clone start date and time

EndTime

Clone finish date and time

MasterSerial

Device number of the master BHT

SlaveSerial

Device number of the slave BHT

Network

Network settings when cloned

RTC

Cloning status of date and time

OS

(Reserved for future use)

Ram

Cloning status of RAM

Registry

Cloning status of registry

Flash

Cloning status of Flash

SdCard

Cloning status of SD card

IpAddress

Cloning result of IP address

DeviceName

Cloning result of device name(BHTXXXX)

ID-IP

(Reserved for future use)
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6.13.9. Clone Error Messages
Message

Cause

Solution

Unmatched BHT models.

Cloning cannot be performed between Perform a cloning with the same
the different BHT models.
BHT models.

Failed to connect.

Failed to establish a connection for
cloning.

Failed to make
RAM/Registry files.

Not enough memory in Flash for Secure a free space in Flash for
cloning.
cloning.

Configure the same network settings
with the master and slave BHTs.

Failed to make OS files.
Failed to download OS
files.
Failed to make flash files.
Failed to update flash.
Failed to make SD files.
Failed to update SD.

Not enough memory in the SD card for Secure a free space in the SD card
cloning.
for cloning.

SD not inserted

SD card is not inserted.

The OS instaled in slave
does not support the
languege selected by
Master .,

OS on the slave BHT does not support Check the “OS copy” checkbox in
the language used by the master BHT. the option menu to update OS, and
then retry.
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Insert the SD card.

7. Error Messages
Error messages are displayed on the screen if an error occurs when the power is turned ON or while running a
program. Error messages, causes and solutions are listed below.
Error messages are displayed in the language used by the application for the specific country.
Message

BHT Response

Cause

Solution

The beeper sounds 5
times (each beep lasts
for 0.1 seconds) and
then the power turns
OFF.

System program
abnormality

Contact the system
administrator.

The BHT displays a
warning for
approximately 2 seconds
while sounding the
beeper 3 times (each
beeps lasts for 0.1
seconds) before
returning to the normal
operation.

The battery voltage
has dropped to a level
that requires charging
or battery replacement
when turning the BHT
ON, OFF or while
running a program.

The battery will soon
need to be charged.
Replace or charge the
battery promptly.
If the BHT is left with the
battery discharged, data
including files and
settings stored in the
RAM may be lost.

The beeper sounds 5
times (each beep lasts
for 0.1 seconds) and
then the power turns
OFF. Depending on the
battery power level, the
beeper may not sound 5
times.

The battery voltage
has dropped to a level
that stops BHT
operation when turning
the BHT ON, OFF or
while running a
program.

Replace or charge the
battery immediately. If
the BHT is left with the
battery discharged, data
including files and
settings stored in the
RAM may be lost.
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The screen on the left is
displayed when the
power is turned ON.

The backup battery
discharge counter has
exceeded the specified
number of times and
the battery power level
has dropped below the
specified level.

Replace the backup
battery.
Refer to “Chapter 6.
Maintenance” in the
Hardware User's Manual
for details.

The message is
displayed after full
reset when the registry
is not backed up.

Reset the registry as
necessary.

The screen on the left is
displayed when the
wireless device is
opened without setting
the wireless region code.

The message is
displayed when the
wireless device is
opened without setting
the wireless region
code.

Contact the system
administrator.

The screen on the left is
displayed when the
wireless device is
working.

Fatal error most likely
caused by hardware
has occurred.

Contact the system
administrator.

− Note −
Refer to “6.4.11 Startup
Config” to stop
displaying the message.
Default settings display
the message.

The screen on the left is
displayed when the
power is turned ON.
− Note −
Refer to “6.4.11 Startup
Config” to stop
displaying the message.
Default settings display
the message.
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Follow the instructions
explained in the section
“2.3. Restoring the
registry”.

Barcode Handy Terminal / 2D code Handy Terminal
BHT-1400-CE Series
Windows Embedded Compact 7 model (WEC7)
Software User’s Manual
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Duplication or reproduction of this manual in part or in full is prohibited without prior consent.
The contents of this manual may be subject to change without prior notice.
DENSO WAVE accepts no responsibility for any damage arising out of use of this manual.
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